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General Information
Registration & Policies
Lost and Misplaced Badge & Event Tickets

Adhesive Backed Stickers & Decals

We cannot replace lost, stolen or forgotten badges and/or event tickets. Please be responsible
with your convention materials. Lost, stolen or forgotten items must be repurchased at full
cost. It is recommended that you check at our information desk (area 4 on floor plan, page
30) to see if your materials have been turned in to the Lost and Found. GottaCon assumes
no responsibility for lost, stolen or forgotten materials.

Adhesive backed decals and stickers may not be given out inside the convention by an
exhibitor or individual.

Animals

Animals will not be allowed in the facility unless they are service animals. Service animals are
defined as animals that are individually trained to perform tasks for people with disabilities
such as guiding people who are blind, alerting people who are deaf, pulling wheelchairs,
alerting and protecting a person who is having a seizure, or performing other special tasks.
Service animals are working animals, not pets.

Refunds and Transfers

Tickets and badges are non-refundable. Tickets and badges are transferable with the approval
of GottaCon Staff but only up until 5:00PM Friday February 4, 2011 when the doors open
to the public. No badge is transferable once it is used to gain access to the convention.

Security

Badge Credentials

All security personnel serve to ensure the safety and well-being of everyone. Please show
them the respect they deserve. Failure to comply with the directives issued by security and
staff may result in immediate expulsion without refund.

Everyone attending GottaCon must wear a valid badge for identification and admission. A
badge gives you access to the main hall and other events happening in public areas during
one or more days of the convention. Badges must be visible at all times to assure staff and
security of your validity to participate at the show.

Weapons Policy
Firearms

Badge Registration

1.

Full weekend badge: $40.00 Friday badge only: $15.00 Saturday badge only: $20.00 Sunday
badge only: $15.00 Badge purchases can be made onsite at the Badge Registration desk (area 1
on floor plan). We accept cash only. We do not accept cheques or money orders. We will have
free badge holders and lanyards at the desk for your use. For additional information about
other badge types and associated cost, please visit the Badge Registration. We encourage you
to recycle your badge or lanyard at the badge registration desk on your way out.

2.
3.

Children Ages 8 & Under Badge Registration

Weapons purchased in the Exhibit Hall must be kept wrapped and then immediately
removed from the premises upon purchase. Any item or weapon being used or brandished
in an inappropriate fashion or complaint regarding their display will require immediate
removal of the item from the convention center. Failure to comply will result in removal
from the premises and revoking the offending parties’ badge without refund.

Children ages 8 and under get in free (must be accompanied by an adult, provide proof
of age if asked, maximum two free child admissions per adult). Children 8 and under are
required to have a badge. Staff will also require that the parent’s name and contact info be
placed on the badge. This measure is to help should a child and parent become separated; we
will have contact information which will allow us to get in touch with the parent immediately.

Functional Weapons

Ethics & Conduct

1.

Threatening, stealing, cheating, rowdiness, harassment, endangering the safety of oneself or
others, failure to conduct oneself in a mature manner or violating any of our show policies
will be grounds for removal from the convention without refund. These measures are in
place to ensure that all attendees have the most enjoyable convention possible. Should you
observe any of these violations, please report them to a security officer or staff member as
soon as possible.

2.

Food & Beverages

3.

The convention has a well stocked concession stand that will be open 24 hours a day while
the convention is open to the public. Outside food and/or beverages may be brought on
to the premises. Unless approved by convention staff no sale of food and/or beverages
is permitted inside the convention. If an offending party is discovered the individuals
responsible will be asked to remove the food from the premises or be removed from the
convention without refund. This applies to the person who purchases the good as well.

GottaCon attendees may not carry or possess any working weapon at
any time during the convention.
The definition of working weapon includes, but is not limited to firearms
and ammunition of any and all kinds (BB guns, cap guns, air-soft weapons,
paintball guns, tazers, explosives, firecrackers, fireworks), knives, swords,
katanas, bokken, or other martial arts style swords, daggers, sword canes,
switchblades, axes, hatchets, clubs, silly string, martial arts weapons, brass
knuckles, chains, pepper spray, mace, and any other projectile item,
toy or real.
Firearms that have the firing pin removed or are otherwise modified to be
made non-functional are still considered “real weapons” and are not permitted.

Bows, Swords and other Guidelines
1.
2.
3.

Smoking

There is no smoking allowed inside any of the convention facilities. Smoking is permitted
outside in the designated areas. Please be respectful of our host city and help keep the streets
and sidewalks clean by disposal into the appropriate receptacles.

4.
5.

Costume & Weapons

Bows are allowed only if the arrows have blunt tips.
Swords must be sheathed and peace bonded to be allowed
into the convention.
Props constructed using metal, hardwood, fiberglass, glass or hard
plastics must be approved by Evan Hatch.
Cardboard, form, balsa or other light, craft type wood, light and/or
soft plastic or any other material that collapses under forceful pressure
are acceptable.
Sharp edges are not permitted on any material.

Solicitation

Futuristic, non-existent weapons and boffer weapons are the only types of weapons
permitted in the convention space. The exception to this rule is for persons participating
in the costume contest. 20th and 21st century military uniforms are not permitted. The
exception to this rule is for active duty military. Military personnel are prohibited from
carrying firearms, regardless of whether they are licensed.

Selling goods without the consent of GottaCon, distributing flyers, putting up posters and
any other forms of solicitation are not permitted in the public areas of the convention or
hotels. All selling of products or services is restricted to the Exhibit Hall and requires a
permit. Offending parties will be removed from the area and have their badges revoked
without refund.

Lost and Found

The information desk (area 4) serves as the center for lost and found items during the
convention. Unclaimed property will be turned over to convention staff at the close of the
convention. You can help protect your belongings by including identification tags in wallets,
purses, backpacks and other loose items.

Prop firearms are allowed only if such accessories cannot be mistaken
for real weapons.
The barrel crown of all replica firearms must be painted a bright color
(yellow, orange, etc.) or have a similarly coloured plastic cap attached to
the crown of the barrel.
Any replica guns not meeting criteria will not be allowed and must be
returned to a hotel room, car or convention centre security booth.
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The People Behind GottaCon
A Little About Us
GottaCon’s first convention was in February 2009, but work began
much earlier than that. In October 2006, three partners, Evan
Hatch, Carson Upton and Michael Lum (now retired), from three
very different walks of life, decided Victoria was going to be one of
the hottest spots to game with the introduction of GottaCon—a
professional gaming convention that would include games of all
genres.
You might be wondering who the owners are—it’s quite possible
you’ve already met them! In case you haven’t, or you want to know
more about them, here’s a quick bio of each.

Evan Hatch

Carson Upton

I was born and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia. I met my wife at
Acadia University in 1996 and we have been together ever since!
Recently, we welcomed a new addition to your lives as our daughter
Sabrin was born in the summer of 2010. I spent 5 years in Toronto
where I participated as an attendee and as a volunteer in running
events at a local gaming convention. This is where my passion for
gaming conventions all started.
While in Toronto I partnered with Eugene Fong Dere to create
the Toronto Role-Players Association, a community of gamers in
the surrounding area with over 1,000 members to date.
As a delegate for Wizards of the Coast in 2005 and 2006 I spent
two years obtaining in-depth knowledge of their gaming products
as well as their tournament structures. I performed hundreds of
product demonstrations and attended Gen Con Indy in 2006,
2007, 2009 and New York Comic Con 2010 as a demonstrator and
volunteer for Wizards of the Coast.
I’m a huge fan of Magic the Gathering the trading card game,
computer games (first person shooters and RTS) as well as RPGs
and board games of all kinds.
I came to Victoria in 2005 with 15 years of gaming experience
where I met Carson and Mike and from our combined passion,
motivation and expertise rose the gaming convention you see today.
GottaCon continues to be a challenge in my life but one I’m
happy to have. My main goal in creating GottaCon with Carson and
Michael was to see the gaming community on Vancouver Island
flourish and reach the pinnacle of its potential. I look forward to
many years of hosting GottaCon in Victoria BC.

Born and raised in Victoria, the one thing I quickly realized was
that I was born to game—this can be traced it all the way back to
my mom reading Lord of the Rings to me as a child. This sparked
a passion for reading fiction at an early age, but I soon wanted to
be the one doing, not the one watching.
Sure enough, video gaming soon became a part of my life.
This led to me helping my long time friend Michael Lum make
an RPG—long before either of us even knew what “D&D” was.
Now as an “adult,” I’m deeply involved in role playing games,
and an extension of that passion led to my founding of the
Vancouver Island Gaming Guild (VIGG). I still try to find some
time for trading card games and miniatures, video games, and
board games.
I’ve been involved in the convention scene in Victoria for the
past nine years, and when I learned that there was an opportunity
to become a partner in a brand new convention, I jumped at the
opportunity to help create GottaCon. It was a chance for me to
bring all of my geeky pleasures together in one crazy weekend.
GottaCon has been an amazing experience for me, providing an
awesome opportunity for the community and simultaneously giving
me the opportunity to funnel my ample knowledge in running such
a large scale event.
My recent move to Vancouver has lead to many opportunities
to meet new gamers and geeky communities and get the involved
in GottaCon.
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Duel of the Giants
Publisher: Pilot Games, Z-Man Games
by Malcom Green

Introduction

Reconnaissance is an essential part of the game, at least early
on and it functions well in this case. A rarity it seems in most
wargames yet crucial in war itself. The Soviet tank markers are half
dummies as are the German ATGs. This single element is the best
opportunity for the re-playability of the game.
Movement varies based on the unit. The Tigers for example
have a number of cards they use to ‘program’ their movement in
one phase (A) then after the Soviet has moved their tank markers
and tanks (phase B) the Tigers roll into action based on the cards
assigned. Turret facing is important as well. The turrets on the
figures do move!
Combat is diceless; something I’m not used to but this game
handles it quite well. Combat is a direct comparison of firepower to
armor. Facing is key in this game. Combat has a priority sequence
to determine which unit gets its shot off first and here woods give
an advantage though I can understand certain circumstances that
aren’t covered in the example of play that could cause confusion.
A good thorough FAQ is needed.
After combat the Stuka gets into the action. It’s a simple 5-point
movement with facing costing a point as well. In the games I played,
I kept the Stuka near the rear of my German line so it never quite
got into play. It can only move up to 20 points worth total then
had to land or you hand the Soviet some victory points. While it
recons nicely, it can only attack a tank from behind. I never had
the opportunity to get it into play really but it seems like a good
concept.
Game play was different than any games I have played to date.
I liked it, especially the fog of war aspect but a few things struck
me as odd. The Tigers can never be destroyed for example. Their
maneuverability can get severely hampered but they always remain
in action. Ranges seemed strange as well.
While the game portrays a tactical feel the range of the weapons
and recon is actually quite limited. The random set up worked to
satisfaction but can see a great use in setting up specific scenarios.
Again, I liked the play I would rate it 7/10

Duel of the Giants is an abstracted WWII game set somewhere
on the Eastern Front in 1943. Making use of fog of war elements,
players attempt to gain more victory points than their opponent.
This is mainly done by eliminating the other player’s units. The
Victory Points are then tracked to determine the winner.

Components
The game comes with some really well produced components.
It boasts eleven plastic figures on the cover. These include 8 T-34
tanks, 2 Tigers and a Stuka. There was a little flashing on some
of the figures but nothing that couldn’t easily be cleaned. These
figures look good enough without the need to paint. The T-34’s in
green and the Tigers in panzer yellow, both with black wheels and
treads. The Stuka is green. Painting these up could be fun but it is
essential to keep the turrets moving freely as they come into play.
The board and tiles are good quality. The board has a winter and
summer side with a small scale feel (tank tracks cross the board).
The tiles have nice clean obvious graphics representing hills, woods
and swamp (and an airfield for the Stuka). ‘Front’ tiles appear as
hedgehogs and are consistent with the quality of the other terrain
tiles.
The markers are well produced. The German ATG’s come in
winter and summer versions. No miniatures here but the graphics
representing the pak36 and the 88 are well done and distinctive
from each other. Mines, ATG move markers and Soviet tank
markers are all good quality.
The unit cards are nicely done as well. A very classy profile of
the vehicle or gun in conjunction with its armor ratings is nice for
quick reference. In the case of Tigers, the cards also indicate its
maneuverability.
The rulebook is well laid out with English along the right side
(and German on the left). A simple victory point bar rounds out
the components. All in all, very well produced and graphically
pleasing. These features attracted me to the game.
I’d rate the components 8/10

Conclusion

Game Play

Duel of the Giants was a wargame unlike any other I currently
own. I liked it, but it does need some polishing. It’s a sound concept
that’s executed well. I like to see some scenarios and see a lot of
potential there.
Overall, I would rate Duel of the Giants 8/10

Though it might do well to summarize the game here, the rules
are accompanied by a fairly thorough example of play. In short,
this game really emphasizes fog of war as the Soviet attempts to
probe the German line for weakness in order to break through.
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A Guide fo Collectible Card Games
Deck Building 101
by Michael Lum
As you walk around our local convention this year, you may see
some groups of gamers playing one of those collectible card
games—and perhaps this day is the day you’ve decided to give
it a try! Trying out a new game can be intimidating. Even more
daunting is when you want to build your very own deck.
No matter what you try—Magic: The Gathering, World of
Warcraft, Legend of the Five Rings, Yu-Gi-Oh!, Pokemon, or
one of several other hundred card games—there are some basic
guidelines to follow when trying to build your very first deck.

Reading Cards

The Deck Size

Once you’ve become familiar with the rules and your own deck,
the next thing you should do is start taking a look at the other cards
out there. There are a lot of cards, so memorizing each and every
card that could come up is something you should only do if you
decide to become intensely competitive. Just make sure that as you
play people that you fully understand their cards.
New players often make mistakes because they don’t understand
what’s going on the other side of the table—in all card games,
reading your opponent’s cards is not encouraged, it’s expected, so
go ahead and ask your opponent to show you any cards he plays,
reveals, or sends to the discard pile/removed from game zone. If
you don’t understand what something does, ask your opponent. If
it’s in a tournament, ask a judge to explain as they are trained to
explain beginner questions.

All collectible card games have one simple rule: a minimum
deck size. This is usually either 40 or 60, depending on the trading
card game. Some of these games also have a maximum deck size,
but this isn’t important. Why? Because the minimum deck-size is
what you want to aim for when building a deck.
This goal is due to the plain and simple rule of probability. Let’s
say you have a particular card in your deck that makes you win the
game. You’re typically allowed four of this special card in a 60 card
deck. The chance of drawing 1 of those 4 cards in the first draw is
1 in 15. If your deck consisted of 120 cards, then the chance would
be 1 in 30. So to make sure you draw consistently, you need to make
sure your deck is as close as possible to the 60 card minimum.

Multiple Copies
The majority of collectible card games have another rule—you
can have a maximum number of copies of any single card in your
deck. Again, to make your deck draw consistently, it’s usually a
good idea to have the maximum number of copies of each card in
your deck so you have the best chance of drawing them. There are
some exceptions to this rule, but you’ll learn those as you play.

Side Deck
Many collectible card games utilize a side deck, as tournaments
are best of three matches. In all cases, it’s best to make sure you
have them available nearby as an option to use. There are many
cards that usually deal with a specific type of card or specific type
of situation—these cards are not that useful in your “main” deck.
Try to include these types of cards in your side deck, and as with
the multiple copies guideline, try to include the maximum number
of the ones you like best.

Have Fun!
Lastly, remember that playing collectible card games can be
competitive and exciting, but they’re also supposed to be fun. As
a new player, you shouldn’t have the unrealistic assumption that
you’re simply going to get into the game and win every round you
play.
Losing is part of the learning experience and since you’ll have
more to learn than others, be prepared to lose more than your fair
share of games at the start. Just remember to have fun while doing
so, and it really won’t matter!
Michael owns Skyhaven Games (a local game store in Victoria), and writes for
TCGPlayer and Beckett Magazine about various card games that he plays or
judges in. Visit his store after the convention, and he will gladly help your with
your deckbuilding questions!
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Geek Pride and Community
by Jules Sherred
I was born a nerdy geek. Growing up, my peers just accepted that
fact. Over the years, I’ve heard many stories from fellow geeks
about the teasing they endured as a child from their peers. While
I can’t quite relate to that, I can still relate to the sense of not
belonging. As a result, I was the lone nerdy geek in my household.
When I was a child, my options for fitting in where quite limited.
They were to either be the lone geek in my social circle or to spend
my days alone, geeking out over the things that filled me with that
stupid joy. I spent periods going back and forth between those two
options.
Then the wonders of the Internet came into being. I suddenly
had a circle of nerdy friends and acquaintances from all over
the world that I never imagined possible. I had a realm of new
geeky wonders at my fingertips—waiting for me to discover and
devour—whenever I want.
To make things even better, I saw that being a geek was
becoming more acceptable in the public eye. When I was growing
up, I had no geeky role models in the media. Now, my children are
growing up in an age where there’s a load of geeky professionals
of whom they can aspire to emulate—they can be the next Wil
Wheaton or Phil Plait. I wish I had that as a child.
But as I go about doing my job (being a professional geek
myself), I also see some very disturbing things within this
community like in-fighting. We grew up being upset about being
teased by our families and peers. But at times, we become elitist
towards our fellow geeks. Some of us demanded others to show
their “geek cred” in order to become part of this group.
In some cases, we became the stereotypical high school jock
shoving the nerd in the locker. This makes me sad to see that we’ve
become the thing we once despised.
Part of this phenomena could be because there really isn’t
a definition for the word geek. We’re a diverse group of people.
Personally, I define myself as a nerdy geek. That means you’re
extremely intellectual—you excel in academia, you enjoy reading
non-fiction over fiction and you’re socially awkward....
In a nutshell, you’re a bookworm with varying touches of
OCD. Being a geek (remember this is just my definition) doesn’t
necessary mean you’re an intellectual. You could’ve barely passed
your academic courses. Yet you share the OCD nature, in that
you’re obsessed with whatever it is that you grok. This could be
science fiction, fantasy, a television show like Glee, technology and
the list goes on. Also, geeks aren’t as socially awkward as nerds—
even though they do tend to share this character trait.
Defining a geek is nearly impossible, as there are so many
different flavours available to us. So in my mind, it’s futile to fight
over it. Yes, I can understand having epic geek debates over the
merits of say Kirk vs Picard or Star Wars vs Star Trek. I myself
contribute to a website dedicated to such debates. It’s part of what
makes us a community. What I don’t understand is why, at times,
we tend to turn away those who come to us, seeking shelter from
the rest of the world who just don’t understand our obsession. In
effect, we are doing to them what was once done to us.

Maybe this is a side effect of the exploitation of our community
and an unwillingness for the mainstream world to realize. If geeks
and nerds stopped doing what they love, all of the entertainment
they enjoy and take for granted would cease to exist.
However, I think we should keep this fighting confined to our
epic debates. They can be fun and truly engaging. When we beat
on each other, I see it as us beating up ourselves. Remember: it’s
said that we rule the world—we can finally call ourselves a geek and
we do not have to hide this fact. Our children and our children’s
children are growing up in a time where they can wear their geek
badge with pride and honour.
We can finally be proud of all that we’ve done for our community
over the last few years and we can leave something for future
generations. Let’s continue to build our communities without fear
of persecution from each other. To be a wee bit trite: let’s do it for
the children!
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Gaming for the Future
A Look at the 3D Fad
by Ed Sum
There are two frontiers where three-dimensional imaging has made
its footmark. In video entertainment, its hit the mainstream market
in the movie theatres and at home, it’s quickly changing at a rapid
pace. With the home consumer electronics market now selling 3D
capable televisions, Sony is quick to make their flagship product,
the Playstation 3, capable of providing 3D entertainment. There
are video games and movies for owners to enjoy.
The games that are quick to make this transition have an option
to dazzle, like Arkham Asylum or Dead Rising, and at present, the
choices of movies to enjoy is very limited.
But Sony is not alone. Nintendo will soon have the 3DS available
for sale. Sales begin in Japan in March and the unofficial date for its
release in North America is April. While Microsoft is suspiciously
out of the loop, only making some consumers aware their Xbox
360 is 3D capable, their plans will no doubt tie with the Kinect. To
integrate motion controllers with 3D gaming is inevitable, and as
for when it’ll happen is just a matter of when the dust finally settles.
There’s a war brewing with 3D entertainment. The broadcast
industry has made the high definition transition, and for studios
to upgrade again just won’t happen. Well, unless one has the
financial backing of James Cameron. While Avatar paved the way
for interest in 3D in the theatre, it doesn’t have its legs at home.
There are relatively few broadcasters who are broadcasting their
content in 3D, and what’s available is limited to enjoy sports or
nature documentaries.

The question many people will ask is when will the rest come?
Will NBC, ABC or even Fox start producing 3D content? Perhaps
not right away, but to upgrade the studio equipment to support the
medium will no doubt be a hassle.
If everything was made within a computer, like TRON
Evolution (yes, this game is 3D capable) then it wouldn’t be as
much of a pain. While PC gamers have the chance to enjoy a
handful of games in this multi-dimensional realm, they are just as
susceptible to the coming changes.
Toshiba and Samsung have glasses free 3D televisions in the
works and they’re not high definition models. According to Wall
Street Journal, the first units have rolled out in Japan over the 2010
holiday. While all ears will be on the 2011 Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, Nevada for their US plans, this company has
already turned the industry upside down.
Most consumers and some industries are waiting it out. To get
the latest in tech requires patiently waiting for when the technology
won’t change overnight.
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Event Listings

BG = Board Game
Board games include games played with moving pieces on a board. The
board games at GottaCon also include card based games.

RPG = Roleplaying Game
Roleplaying games are games in which the participants assume the roles
of fictional characters with a defined set of skills and abilities. Participants determine the actions of their characters based on these characteristics, and the actions succeed or fail—which is often based on the roll
of a dice, according to a defined system of rules and guidelines which
describe the mechanics of that world.

EG = Electronic Game
Electronic games are video games on consoles such as Xbox 360, PlayStation3, and Nintendo Wii. They also include PCs and portable gaming
systems like the Nintendo DS and PlayStation Portable (PSP).

TCG = Trading Card Game
A trading card game is a game played using specially designed sets of
playing cards and a defined set of rules. These cards usually have a rarity
assigned to them (and thus a value) and extra cards often come in randomized packages, when bought in a store, called booster packs.

Minis = Miniature Based Game
Miniature games are both collectible and non-collectible. These are
games that are played on a defined surface using tiny representations of
units or vehicles.

The event listing is sorted first by day, then slot and then finally by game type. Each event will occur at one or more tables and its location will be
noted in the Table/Area column. Events may be assigned a maximum player capacity. Priority for these events goes to those that have signed up in
advance of the actual event start time. Players are encouraged to sign up in advance but if time does not allow one to do so, please check with the
event coordinator at the assigned table to see if a seat is still available.
Day Slot

FRI

FRI

FRI

2

2

2

TIME

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

BG

BG05
BG07
BG08

BG

Event Reg
Desk
BG09
BG11

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

BG02

Exalted: War for the
Throne

BG

7 Wonders
Tournament

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By Interactivity Games and Stuff.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 - 14

Everyone

7 Wonders is a fast paced card drafting game. Thematically the players are trying to build the strongest and most efficient civilization! Players may
choose to focus on military might, scientific discovery or culture and education to earn their victory points and hopefully win the game! Each
participant will play three full games of 7 Wonders and will be able to submit their total combined score of all three games. The player with the
highest total score will win the tournament.
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free

Everyone

Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!
By Shyhaven Games - Cam Young
Time: 7:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 5
Take control of your legions and march across the Blessed Isle, crushing all who stand in your way to securing your ascendance as ruler of the
Scarlet Empire. For 2-5 people. Similar to Risk.
By Michael Poplawski
Day: Friday slot 2, Saturday slot 5 and Sunday slot 11
Time: 7pm Friday, 9am Saturday and 2pm Sunday

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

BG

BG01

German Board
Games

Everyone

Willkommen! Welcome to the world of modern German board and card games! Your host, Michael Poplawski, invites you to play one of several
games available to play at German Games Night presented 2-3 times every month at the Edelweiss Club.German Games Night is about having
fun, challenging yourself and friends while interacting in the German language.
Games to be demonstrated during GottaCon include include Zug um Zug: Maerklin, Funkenschlag, Scrabble, Ausgerechnet Buxtehude, Anno
Domini, Bohnanza, Siedler von Catan Deutschland, Gambit 7, Auf Achse and Thurn and Taxis. Anglos most welcome!

FRI

FRI

FRI

FRI

2

2

2

2

7pm –
11pm

7pm –
11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

BG

BG

BG

BG

BG03

BG04

BG06

BG12

(DEMO) Learn to Play
Killer Bunnies

(DEMO) Learn to Play
Race for the Galaxy

Settlers of Catan

Steve Jackson
Games Open Demo

Beginner

By IRL Events.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 8 (multiple sessions)
Come along on a search for the magic carrot, the goal of the highly acclaimed Killer Binnies tabletop card game. Along the way, you'll get to wheel
& deal, sabotage your friends & enemies, and generally make things difficult for the other players. All levels of experience welcome!

Beginner

Everyone

By Geoff Cleeve
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants 1 - 4 (multiple sessions)
Come and learn to play Race for the Galaxy, by Rio Grande Games. Players build galactic civilizations with game cards that represent worlds or
technical and social developments. Each turn each player secretly chooses one phase and the revels it simultaneously with the other players. Only
a phase that was chosen happens on a given turn, with each player having the option of doing something that phase.
By The Core Gamers.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 4
Come and play one of the classics. In Settlers of Catan, players try to be the dominant force on the island of Catan by building settlements, cities,
and roads. On each turn dice are rolled to determine what resources the island produces. Players collect these resources to build up their
civilizations to get to 10 victory points and win the game.
By Men in Black (MIB) 5799 Jayson Stevens.
Time: 7:00PM Friday and 2:00PM Sunday

Everyone

Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you covered! Our highly trained Men In Black
will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and Revolution! Everyone welcome to drop in and
learn a new game.
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

BG

BG10

Talisman (with
expansions)

Intermediate

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

BG

VCON1
VCON2

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

Booklet Description
By Joseph Williams.
Time: 7:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 4
Talisman board game with the Dungeon & Highlands expansion boards, and the Reaper & Frostmarch expansion kits, as well as a couple of
outstanding fan created NPC's and some exclusive German characters from Mephisto magazine. Game is open to 2-4 players, some experience
suggested. Prizes will be awarded. For details on rules sets and characters go here: http://www.blobfarm.com/talisman.html

By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

EG

12
14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 7:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: Sneakers Computers

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

EG

12

PC - Starcraft 2: 1 vs.
1 Tournament

Everyone

This event will be swiss format best of one with the number of rounds being 3 or 4 (depending on number of players) with a cut to a top 8. The top
8 will play a single elimination final (best of three) which will be held Saturday morning at 10:00AM. Maximum number of players is 32 with a 30
minute round cap.
The long awaited sequel of the RTS Giant, StarCraft was finally released only a few months ago. StarCraft II is balanced, tuned, polished, and a
welcome addition to the franchise. Set in the 26th century, an outcast group of humans battle for survival in the Koprulu sector. Fighting with your
back to the wall, you need to crush opposition from two alien races and deal with power struggles and deception in your own race. You can play as
any of the three races, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Develop strategies, manage units and resources, and take out anyone that
isn’t on your team.
Prizes: Approximately $75 in prizes to first place and other great prizes to other top players based on attendance.

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

EG

PlayNetOne

PlayNetOne Cyber
Cafe: Xbox 360
Kinect Demo

Everyone

By PlayNetOne Cyber Cafe - Roman Gombar
Time: All Day (while booth is open)
Come test out Kinect on a big screen and with plenty of room to move around at the PlayNetOne booth located in the electronic gaming area.
By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Sponsored by Silver City Tillicum Mall and Sideshow Collectibles
Time: 7:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Call of
Duty: Black Ops Free
for All Tournament

Everyone

Get your twitch finger ready and your heart rate up because reaction time is your best weapon in this event. Eight players at a time will face off in
this free for all event with the bottom four scores in each round receiving a “loss”. This is a double elimination tournament (players will not be
counted out until their second loss).
Prizes for first place include custom Sideshow Collectibles trophy (USRP $120) and Silver City movie passes. Prizes for second and third as well.
Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Super
Street Fighter IV
Tournament

By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Time: 11:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Everyone

Players will face off against randomly selected opponents with similar win/loss records in a double elimination tournament; Lose twice you are out.
Tell your friends, bring them out and then crush their dreams with virtual fists!
prizes:
First place prize: Custom Trophy and 2 hours free at Silver City Victoria for you and 7 friends to play whatever Xbox 360 games you bring with you.
Estimated value $200, second place prize: Movie passes or video games

FRI

FRI

2

2

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

Minis

Minis

M08

M09
M10
M11

DEMO - Malifaux
Games

Monsterpocalypse
Tournament (closed
format)

Everyone

By Dan Miner
Time: 5:00PM (multiple demos between 5pm and 11pm)
Malifaux is a dark fantasy game that combines themes of Demons, undead, goblins, cowboys and more! www.wyrd-games.net Demo games will
be given as time permits on a drop in basis, each demo game should take about 30 min.

Everyone

By Vuong Wong.
Time: 7:00PM
Number of Players: 16 player limit
Price: Free
Prizes: Officially sponsored by Privateer Press
All players are welcome to take part in this new and exciting collectible miniature game. We will be playing a closed format swiss-tournament using
steam roller scoring. We welcome players of all ages and all experiences to come join us. Prize Support officially sponsored by Privateer Press will
be given to our champion as well as participants!

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

Minis

M01

Warhammer 40K
Apocalypse
Tournament

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 7:00PM
Players: 20 at a time, as players are eliminated others can join
Price: Free
Everyone

1000pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Come out and take part in a free 40K Apocalypse tournament where you will have the chance to battle against others in an effort to grab and/or
hold objectives and win prizes. This event is a great way to warm up for the major Warhammer events that will begin on Saturday and continue into
Sunday.
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Day Slot

FRI

2

TIME

7pm-11pm

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M02

EVENT

Warhammer LotR
War of the Ring NA
Champs Qualifier
Tournament

LEVEL

Everyone

Booklet Description
By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry or free with purchase of a Warhammer 40K or Warhammer Fantasy Package, you must indicate you plan to
attend this event when you purchase your ticket for the other Warhammer events)
Max Number of Players: 20
Prizes: the top two will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas as well as additional prizes plus prizes to best painted army
and best sportsmanship. 1000pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
New this year on Friday night we are hosting a Lord of the Rings “War of the Ring” qualifier tournament which will start at 6pm and last three
rounds. There will be a seating limit of 20 players and the top two will receive invitations to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas as well as
additional prizes plus prizes to best painted army and best sportsmanship. Seating limit of 20 players, Tickets are on sale now and will be sold on a
first come first served basis.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

Minis

M03

Warmachine Mega
Battle Tournament

Everyone

By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 7:30PM
Price: Free
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: prizes will be awarded to the player with most kills and second most kills.
15pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Starting Friday night at 7:30pm our Mega Battle event begins. Players will keep track of the number of VPs they kill and prizes will be awarded to
the player with most kills and second most kills. The player limit is as seating is available and the point limit is 15.

FRI

FRI

FRI

FRI

2

2

2

2

7pm –
11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm –
11pm

7pm –
11pm

RPG

RPG

RPG

RPG

R01

R02

R03

R04

D&D 3.5 EditionDefend Castle
Falkenwolf!

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: BALD1-1
Flames of Initiation

(DEMO) Otherworlds:
The Ul-Zaorith RPG Airship Run

FantasyCraft - The
Darkest Hour

Everyone

By Steve Saunders.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Those pesky heroes, always ruining parties the way they do… You and your evil buddies are just trying to have a good time at the Decacentenial
Villainous Round-Up when some sword swinging and spell-slinging do-gooders just HAVE to come waltzing in. Kill them—kill them ALL! This will
used D&D 3.5 rules. Nothing too serious, though, so rules lawyers may want to stay away.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)

Everyone

You have come to the city of Baldur’s Gate in search of adventure and quickly discover the Flaming Fist, one of the largest and most powerful
mercenary companies in all Faerûn. To survive in this teeming metropolis, you must prove both your physical and political prowess, and the
challenges you will face might turn out to be far more complicated than you imagined. A Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Baldur’s Gate for
characters levels 1-4. Written by Otavio Goncalves.
By Astra Crompton.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 5 (characters provided)

Everyone

A home grown system created by Astra Crompton based on the original world of her novels. Ul-Zaorith is a fantasy setting with medieval and
steampunk elements, focusing on integrated magic, unique races, high adventure and cooperative play. This year's demo follows the airship of a
group making a smuggling run. Play one of five pre-made characters as part of the crew while you attempt to breach the Elemental Realm of Water
in order to locate, steal and smuggle back to the Earth Realm your prize - the elusive magical specialty of the Water Realm Denizens: Sea Craft.
Dice, character sheets, pencils and erasers provided! Spacing is limited to 5 people per session, so sign up early to get a slot. Respectful watchers
are welcome!
By Craft Games.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)

Everyone

*The pleasant mountain valley of Fels Cut is about to learn a valuable lesson -** nothing stays buried forever.*
A crossroads in the Realm, Fels Cut is no stranger to adventure, though it's rarely seen any of its own. Visitors pass through from far and wide,
bringing tales of the fantastic and bizarre, yet all is quiet here. Until now. This night, the valley falls to nightmare and by dawn, all will know its
name.
By Scott Hamerton.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Characters will be provided)

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

RPG

R05

Grimm RPG - Escape
from Witch Tower

Everyone

Do you remember when fairy tales were the stuff of nightmares? Maybe you grew up, or maybe you forgot, but that world hasn't forgotten you, and
its changed. Humpy Dumpty, the Rotten King, rules and corrupts the land with his festering, patchwork body, for as the tales go, he couldn't be put
back together again, at least not properly, but the kings men certainly tried. This is a land ruled by the imagination, and destroyed just as easily.
Welcome to the Grimm Lands. Can you make it out alive?
The Grimm RPG is primarily oriented in role playing and story telling. Players take the role of children trapped in a nightmarish perversion of a fairy
tale land, and should be mature, with a strong interest in survival, puzzle solving and exploration

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

RPG

R06

Pathfinder Society
RPG #2-01: Before
the Dawn
Part 1

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

You are sent to Aspis Consortium-infested Bloodcove to gather supplies for a nearly doomed Pathfinder mission nearby. Disguised as ordinary
merchants, you have little time to gather what you need and get out before the Consortium discovers and destroys you.
The Bloodcove Disguise is the first scenario in the two-part Before the Dawn campaign arc. Pathfinder Society Scenario #2-02: Before the
Dawn—Part II: Rescue at Azlant Ridge is the sequel. Written by Crystal Frasier
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

RPG

R07

Pathfinder Society
RPG #49: Among the
Dead (Pathfinder
Society

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

Several years ago, a Taldan Zyphus cult took over a famous Oppara opera house, murdered a Pathfinder, and turned dozens of Taldor's wealthiest
citizens into the walking dead. The Pathfinder Society has finally tracked down their hideout and sends you to Oppara for one purpose: revenge.
Can you face the servants of Golarion's god of accidents unharmed or will you find yourself among Zyphus's cursed souls?
Among the Dead is a follow-up scenario to Pathfinder Society Scenario #7: Among the Living. When played together, the scenarios create a mini
story arc in Taldor's gilded capital, Oppara. Written by Joshua J. Frost
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description

By Bayden Woodland.
Start Time: 7pm
# of participants: 4 - 8 (Characters will be provided)
FRI

2

7pm –
11pm

RPG

R08

Savage Worlds Conan the Barbarian

Everyone

In the ancient days of Hyboria, in the land of Zamora, adventurers and wanderers gather in the City of Thieves. Their common interest? A fist-sized
ruby known as the Elephant's Heart. The only problem is that it belongs to the dark priest Yara and is kept in his dark tower.
This adventure is based on Conan the Barbarian by Robert E. Howard, as well as the many comic book adaptations of his classic stories. It's
suitable for ages 12+ and aimed to teach. Newcomers to the rule system (Savage Worlds) and roleplaying in general are more than welcome!
Savage Worlds is the Fast! Furious! Fun! roleplaying system ideal for pulp settings. Savage Worlds is rules light and story-telling focused, but it's
no rock paper scissors. Come try it out!

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

RPG

R09

Trail of Cthulhu - The
Dance in the Blood

By Mike Gruber.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 - 5 (characters provided)
Everyone

There are monsters beneath the earth. You cannot fight them. You cannot run from them. And they are closer than you think. In a forgotten corner
of Northern England, between the rolling hills and tranquil dales nestles a village plagued by terrible secrets and subterranean horrors.
Trail of Cthulhu brings H.P.Lovecraft's cosmic malignity forward into the 1930s, a time when the creeping madness of the Great Old Ones
intermingles with the sweeping cruelty of global totalitarianism. With the revolutionary GUMSHOE rules system, the cutting edge in investigative
roleplaying joins forces with the game that started it all—with spine-chilling results.

By VCON Staff.
Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 6 -14
FRI

2

7pm-11pm

Special
Event

17

Human BattleShip by
Vcon

Everyone

Would like to whack someone over the head with a giant inflatable hammer? Stab someone with an inflatable sword? Throw a Styrofoam ball at
someone across the room? Of course you would! Who wouldn’t? But could you do it by someone else’s instructions? While blindfolded? Now that
changes things!
Human Battleship is a large-scale game where two teams battle it out to sink each other. Each participant is a warship with an inflatable weapon
and a blindfold. You’ll receive instructions from your Admiral who will hopefully guide you to victory. Hilarity abounds as blindfolded people flail
about in the desperate hope to hit someone. Come join the fun… be a part of the crowd or be a part of the game! Come join… Human Battleship!
By Dice Bag Games.
Day: Friday to Saturday

FRI

2

Special
7pm-11pm
Event

V20

Miniature Painting
Contest

Everyone

Details: GottaCon is pleased to announce that it will be hosting a Miniature painting contest, which is brought to you by Dice Bag Games, at this
year’s convention. There are three categories that attendees can submit an entry into (limit of one entry per category per person) which include:
Single Figure, Unit, Large Figure (single vehicles are included in this category)
Categories are open to any 25 mm to 35 mm scale model from any genre or manufacturer. Prizes will be awarded to the top three submissions in
each category. Full details on this event which include competition rules and regulations, category size restrictions and judging criteria can be
found here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/paintingcompetitiongc2011.pdf
Entry forms will be available at the Dice Bag Games booth during GottaCon 2011 (February 4th to 6th, 2011). Entries can be submitted all day
Friday and Saturday. All submissions must be entered by 6:00pm Saturday.

FRI

FRI

2

2

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

TCG

TCG

T23 to T26

6

Legend of the Five
Rings Friday
Constructed
Tournament

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Everyone

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 7:00PM
Cost: Free
Number of Players: Minimum 4 people
Legend of the 5 Rings TCG - 40/40 Constructed Tournament. Promo's and booster packs for prizes - free to enter. L5R demos and pre-constructed
starter decks will be available. Minimum 4 people, Maximum 32, some experience recommended.
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.

Everyone

Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start time: Registration 6:00PM, Tournament begins at 7:00pm Sharp
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.

FRI

2

7pm-11pm

TCG

T01 to T14

Magic: The Gathering
- VIMC M:TG Open
Part 1 (FNM)
Constructed

Everyone

Welcome to the Vancouver Island Magic Community (VIMC) M:TG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers
and one final) in which participants face off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. The top four of each qualifier will advance to the finals. If someone
finishes top four in both qualifiers the 5th place player in the sealed qualifier will advance to the final (and so on). Qualifier finish order will be
determined by the swiss style tournament format. In each format there is a prize pool to be won.
In Part one, each participant must bring their own Standard constructed deck consisting of no less then 60 cards and follow the current standard
constructed rules. The tournament will consist of swiss style rounds. Part one will also be a sanctioned Friday Night Magic Event with promos for
the top four. Deck lists required.
Price: The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40. If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2011 the cost is $25. If you wis
part in the standard event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $10 (you can not qualify for the finals this way).

By The Connection Games - Jamie Lefeaux.
Time: 7:00PM
Cost: $30 (free with WoW TCG ticket package) Number of Players: Minimum 4
FRI

2

7pm-11pm

TCG

T19 to T22

World of Warcraft
TCG - Sealed Format
GottaCon
Championship

Everyone

Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG GottaCon Championship - sealed deck event. Each player makes a 30 card deck from the 6 packs they
open, and can choose any Hero from the set used (we will be using the most recent set). The tournament will consist of swiss style rounds.
Minimum 4 players.
Price: The cost to participate in the WoW Championship is $30. If you have purchased the WoW full weekend package ($65) entry is free.
Prizes will be award to the top four or eight based on attendance.

SAT

3

12am-4am

BG

Event Reg
Desk

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free
Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!
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Day Slot

SAT

3

TIME

12am-4am

Type

EG

Table/Area

12
14

EVENT

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)

Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.

SAT

SAT

3

3

12am-4am

12am-4am

EG

RPG

12

R01
R05
R07
R09

PC - Left 4 Dead: 2
Team Survival
Challenge

D&D3.5 - GottaCon
Midnight Madness:
Elemental Skeins
(D&D)

Everyone

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: Midnight
Cost: Free
Players: 3 or 4 per team
A couple of zombies, a chain saw and a shotgun, what else do you need in life? … Oh yeah, 2 or 3 of your best buddies to use as cannon fodder
and zombie bait. Left 4 Dead 2 is a post Zombie apocalypse co-op game where you must fight simply to live another day. You and your friends +
limited ammo vs. 10 million zombies… I think they’re going to need more zombies. Teams of four will be given 20 minutes to make it as far in the
game as possible and earn as many points as possible versus the AI. Prizes will be awarded to the team with the highest score and to the team
that makes it the furthest. If time permits a second tournament will be run.
By Ryan Downing.
Start Time: 12:00am (midnight)
# of participants: 12 - 24 (Characters will be provided)

Everyone

The fabric of the Prime Material is being torn, and only a last desperate gamble can hold the universe together. To prevent the planar forces from
ripping tears in reality, four brave parties must venture forth and anchor the conflicting forces once again before the looming danger consumes
them all.
Weave a story of heroism and desperation together with a group of heroes from across the planes. An adventure for 12-24 players of 7th level.
Using DnD 3.5 Rules.

SAT

SAT

SAT

3

5

5

12am-4am

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

TCG

6

BG

Event Reg
Desk
BG09
BG10
BG11
BG12

BG

BG02

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

DEMO - Le Cardo

By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Everyone

Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free

Everyone

Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!
By Skyhaven Games
Day: Saturday and Sunday
Time: 9am, 2pm Saturday and Sunday
Number of players: Unlimited
Le Cardo is a new word game. Compact and travel-sized, this game is easy to learn and fun to play! Length of demo 5 to 15 minutes.

SAT

5

9am – 1pm

BG

BG04

(DEMO) Learn to play
Dominion

Beginner

By IRL Events.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 4 (mulitiple sessions)
Dominion is the board game of choice for emperors and bandits alike. The simple goal of building the best kingdom becomes more tricky as you
have to choose what you spend your resources on. No two games play the same! Come spend an hour or two with us in preparation for the
Dominion Tournament at 2pm.
By Michael Poplawski
Day: Friday slot 2, Saturday slot 5 and Sunday slot 11
Time: 7pm Friday, 9am Saturday and 2pm Sunday

SAT

5

9am-1pm

BG

BG01

German Board
Games

Everyone

Willkommen! Welcome to the world of modern German board and card games! Your host, Michael Poplawski, invites you to play one of several
games available to play at German Games Night presented 2-3 times every month at the Edelweiss Club.German Games Night is about having
fun, challenging yourself and friends while interacting in the German language.
Games to be demonstrated during GottaCon include include Zug um Zug: Maerklin, Funkenschlag, Scrabble, Ausgerechnet Buxtehude, Anno
Domini, Bohnanza, Siedler von Catan Deutschland, Gambit 7, Auf Achse and Thurn and Taxis. Anglos most welcome!

SAT

5

9am-1pm

BG

BG05
BG07
BG08

Race for the Galaxy
Tournament

Everyone

By Starlit Citadel - Kris Moulton.
Time: 10:00AM
Cost: Free
Number of Players: Minimum 4 players
Starlit Citadel is hosting a free Race for the Galaxy tournament. The tournament requires a minimum of 4 participants with a $20 gift certificate to
Starlit Citadel awarded to the winner.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

BG

VCON1
VCON2

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

EG

12
14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

EG

12

PC - Starcraft 2: 1 vs.
1 Tournament Finals

Invite only

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 10:00AM
Price: Free for top 8 Qualifiers (invite only)
Sponsored by: Sneakers Computers
The top 8 qualifiers from the Friday night event will play a single elimination final (best of three).
Prizes: Approximately $75 in prizes to first place and other great prizes to other top players based on attendance.

Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 1:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: Sneakers Computers

SAT

5

9am-1pm

EG

12

PC - Starcraft 2: 2 vs.
2 Tournament

Everyone

This event will be single elimination, best of three format. Maximum number of teams is 16 with a 20 minute round cap.
The long awaited sequel of the RTS Giant, StarCraft was finally released only a few months ago. StarCraft II is balanced, tuned, polished, and a
welcome addition to the franchise. Set in the 26th century, an outcast group of humans battle for survival in the Koprulu sector. Fighting with your
back to the wall, you need to crush opposition from two alien races and deal with power struggles and deception in your own race. You can play as
any of the three races, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Develop strategies, manage units and resources, and take out anyone that
isn’t on your team.
Prizes: Approximately $150 in prizes to first place team and other great prizes to other top teams based on attendance.

SAT

SAT

5

5

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

EG

EG

14

14

Wii Super Smash
Bros. Brawl
Tournament

Xbox 360 Rainbow
Six Vegas II 4 vs. 4
Tournament

Everyone

By IRL Events.
Start Time: 1:00pm
# of participants: 16 -24
Cost: $5
Prizes: 1st $40, 2nd $10, 3rd $5
Rules:
1) Matches will be 1vs1 double elimination. Stock / Time will be limited (based on number of players). Stage select will be set to random. No use of
Marth’s Grab Release Infinites against Lucas and Ness. No use of King Dedede’s Grab Infinites against Bowser, Donkey Kong, Luigi, Samus, and
Mario. No use of Meta Knight’s Infinite Cape Glitch. No Pausing a Game without Referee’s permission. No use of an action that freezes a Game, or
otherwise disrupts standard gameplay. Any Infinite Move must end before the affected Character reaches 300%. Breaking any gameplay rules will
result in a Forfeit of the Game. Any sign of cheating may result in a Forfeit of the game, and disqualification from the event.

Everyone

By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Time: 11:00AM
Team Size: 4 Players
Price: 5 gamer tickets per team member (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
four-player teams have the chance to show off their skills and compete for bragging rights as the best Rainbow Six Vegas crew at GottaCon 2011.
Only the teams with the best skills will prove victorious in this double elimination event. Do you have what it takes? Prizes for teams will include
custom trophies, movie passes, video games and other great items. Prizes for second and third place teams based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Minis

M09

DEMO - Warhammer
and Warhammer 40k
Demo Games

Beginner

By Andy Carlson (Games Workshop Victoria)
Day: Saturday and Sunday
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm each day
# of Participants: Unlimited
Throughout the day attendees interested in Warhammer or Warhammer 40k are invited to stop by and try a Demo game. Miniatures are priovided
and no experience is required.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Minis

M01

Warhammer 40K Two
Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 1

Everyone

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 50
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score, best painted army and best sportsmanship.
Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
1750pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer 40K tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and
two rounds will be played on Sunday. Armies will be limited to 1750 points (No Forge World models). Armies will be formed according to the
standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Minis

M02

Warhammer Fantasy
Two Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 1

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 40
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score (ased on turnout), best painted army and best
sportsmanship. Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
Everyone

2500pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer Fantasy tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday
and two rounds will be played on Sunday. Army point limit is 2500. Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and
rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Minis

M03

Warmachine Two Day
Steamroller GottaCon
Championship
Tournament - Day 1

By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Everyone

50pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Starting Saturday morning at 10am our feature Steamroller Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Championship tournament begins. A two day
Warmachine/Hordes Steamroller tournament will run both Saturday and Sunday starting at 10am each day. Day one will see three rounds of play
and day two will see the final two rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format.
There is a seating limit of 32 players.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

RPG

R07

DEMO - D&D 3rd
Edition - Intro to
Dungeons and
Dragons

Beginner

By Todd Glawson.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 1 - 6
An introduction to the very popular RPG Dungeons and Dragons, using 3rd edition DnD game system. Players will roll up a character and learn the
basics of DnD as they adventure through a fantasy kingdom. They will fight mythical beasts, uncover magical treasures, and rescue the princess.
Geared towards ages 10 to 12+.
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Day Slot

SAT

5

TIME

9am-1pm

Type

RPG

Table/Area

EVENT

R01

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: TYMA2-1
Old Enemies Arise

LEVEL

Everyone

Booklet Description
By Path of the Nomad.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 - 6
The life of a typical kobold is nasty, brutish, and short. They breed like rabbits and have a tendency to fight anything and everything they come into
contact with – including each other. So why are the various kobold tribes near the town of Ruinspoke suddenly so well organized? This adventure
is the first part of the “Rise of Darkness” Major Quest to be continued in TYMA2-2 and concluded in TYMA2-4. A Living Forgotten Realms
adventure set in Tymanther for characters levels 1-4. Written by Mike McTee. Please have a character ready to play.
By Path of the Nomad.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Pregen characters can be provided)

SAT

5

9am – 1pm

RPG

R02

D&D 4th Edition Path of the Nomad:
Welcome to the
Carnival

Everyone

Ladies and gentlemen! One and all! Come and explore the wonders of the carnival! See the bearded lady, and the man as a strong as a giant! Be
amazed by the high flying circus acrobats and the fire eating monster! Stand in awe of the terrifying dragon! It's all here at Crinklepuff's Tip Top Big
Top Carnival Extravaganza! Not for the faint of heart!
This adventure is about RP and Exploration.
This game is part of a local shared setting called Path of the Nomad, and is for lower heroic level characters. If you're interested in learning more
about the setting, please visit our website. Pregen characters can be provided.

SAT

SAT

5

5

9am – 1pm

9am – 1pm

RPG

RPG

R03

R04

(DEMO) Otherworlds:
The Ul-Zaorith RPG Airship Run

FantasyCraft Cleansing of Black
Spur

By Astra Crompton.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 5 (characters provided)
Everyone

A home grown system created by Astra Crompton based on the original world of her novels. Ul-Zaorith is a fantasy setting with medieval and
steampunk elements, focusing on integrated magic, unique races, high adventure and cooperative play. This year's demo follows the airship of a
group making a smuggling run. Play one of five pre-made characters as part of the crew while you attempt to breach the Elemental Realm of Water
in order to locate, steal and smuggle back to the Earth Realm your prize - the elusive magical specialty of the Water Realm Denizens: Sea Craft.
Dice, character sheets, pencils and erasers provided! Spacing is limited to 5 people per session, so sign up early to get a slot. Respectful watchers
are welcome!
By Crafty Games.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)

Everyone

*Fifty years ago, Black Spur Keep was overrun. Though none survived, something dwells there still...*
All roads may lead to Valespire but none visit Black Spur. Indeed, all but one were built miles around it, isolating the area by High Church decree.
The tellers speak of the Spur's evil but never its history, which was scoured from the great scrolls and forbidden to the people of the Realm. What
terrible secrets are sealed there, and why has the Church suddenly taken new interest?

SAT

5

9am – 1pm

RPG

R05

Gore! RPG - Secret
Cross: Hollenhaus

Everyone

By Steve Saunders.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Come and fight for Kaiser and country defending Europe against all kinds of supernatural nasties. Set in the First World War, the players are
expected to achieve in their objectives—or die trying. Uses the GORE rules system.

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
SAT

5

9am-1pm

RPG

R06

Pathfinder Society
RPG #49: Among the
Dead

Everyone

Several years ago, a Taldan Zyphus cult took over a famous Oppara opera house, murdered a Pathfinder, and turned dozens of Taldor's wealthiest
citizens into the walking dead. The Pathfinder Society has finally tracked down their hideout and sends you to Oppara for one purpose: revenge.
Can you face the servants of Golarion's god of accidents unharmed or will you find yourself among Zyphus's cursed souls?
Among the Dead is a follow-up scenario to Pathfinder Society Scenario #7: Among the Living. When played together, the scenarios create a mini
story arc in Taldor's gilded capital, Oppara. Written by Joshua J. Frost
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).

SAT

5

9am-1pm

RPG

R08

Werewolf: The
Forsaken - Citywide
Rivalry (World of
Darkness)

Everyone

By Cam Young.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Something has gone horribly wrong. Some kind of spirit-plague has broken out in your city, causing two neighboring Packs to grow openly hostile
as each blames the other. The plague has even begun to leak into the human world. Take on the role of one of the bestial yet spiritual werewolves
and right this wrong; how you go about it is up to you.
By Nathan Patten.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 – 5 (Characters will be provided)

SAT

5

9am-1pm

RPG

R09

Legend of the Five
Rings - Chukandomo

Everyone

For the past two months trade routes between the Islands of Silk and Spice controlled by the Mantis and the mainland holdings of the Crane and
Crab Clans have been preyed upon by pirates. Neither of the Great Clans, nor the Minor Clan of the Mantis have been able to prevent further
attacks, despite the deployment of soldiers on trade vessels and patroling kobune. The Daimyo of the Mantis Clan has beseeched the Emperor for
imperial intercession and investigation into these matters and the three involved clans have been unable to prevent the attacks. You, noble
samurai, are tasked to travel to the Mantis Islands and investigate all leads and reasons behind the disruption of trade, to bring to justice the
culprits, and insure that safe and swift trade may resume.
Some RPG experience and investigation skills are essential. Not suitable ages 14 and under. The adventure utilizes the 4th edition Roll and Keep
Rules Set. Gifts from the Imperial Court will be provided at the end of the adventure.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

17

GottaCon 2011
Gamers
Silent Auction

Everyone

By The GottaCon Team
Time: 9:00am to 6:30pm
Details:
On Saturday February 6th only between 9:00am and 6:30pm come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction brought to you by
GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be
available.
For complete details on the auction please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=215
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By GottaCon, Sponsored by Anime Evolution and Dragon Impact.
Time: Noon to 5:00pm
Price: Free

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

Anime
Evolution
Booth V12

GottaCon Costume
Contest, sponsored
by Anime Evolution

Everyone

Whether you’re a beginner or a veteran, you’re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by Anime Evolution
(www.animeevolution.com). Compete with others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits
will not be performed (sorry).
On Saturday February 5th, from noon to 5pm, convention attendees can stop by the AE booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time their
photo will be taken and each contestant will be assigned an entry number. Contestants will be eligible for all categories in their age group. Judge
deliberation will begin at 6pm (contestants do not need to be present). The winners will be announced at 6:30pm at the Anime Evolution booth.
Categories: Best In Show, Best In Show (16 & under), Best Craftsmanship, Honourable Mention, Honourable Mention (16 & under)
For contest rules go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=374

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day

19

Lego - Blind Build
Contest

Everyone

19

Lego - Kids Building
Area

Everyone

VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else will!
The winner gets a prize!
By: VicLUG
Time: All weekend (while the VicLUG booth is open)
VicLUG will have an area where kids ( or anyone else! ) can build models using our public kid build lot.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

19

Lego - VicWars

Everyone

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon! VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop miniature game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes
or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!
By Dice Bag Games.
Day: Friday to Saturday

SAT

5

9am-1pm

Special
Event

V20

Miniature Painting
Contest

Everyone

Details: GottaCon is pleased to announce that it will be hosting a Miniature painting contest, which is brought to you by Dice Bag Games, at this
year’s convention. There are three categories that attendees can submit an entry into (limit of one entry per category per person) which include:
Single Figure, Unit, Large Figure (single vehicles are included in this category)
Categories are open to any 25 mm to 35 mm scale model from any genre or manufacturer. Prizes will be awarded to the top three submissions in
each category. Full details on this event which include competition rules and regulations, category size restrictions and judging criteria can be
found here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/paintingcompetitiongc2011.pdf
Entry forms will be available at the Dice Bag Games booth during GottaCon 2011 (February 4th to 6th, 2011). Entries can be submitted all day
Friday and Saturday. All submissions must be entered by 6:00pm Saturday.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

TCG

T15 to T18

Magic: The Gathering
- Dice Bag Games
Mirrodin Beseiged
Launch Draft

By Dice Bag Games.
Start Time: 9:00am
Price: $15
Everyone

This event will be run by Yellowjacket and their team of certified DCI judges.
Take part in this sanctioned Mirrodin Beseiged Launch Party draft tournament. Each participant will receive three boosters of Mirrodin Beseiged.
Post draft participants are given 30 minutes to construct their deck. Swiss style rounds will be run. REL competitive. Prizes: 2 boosters per entry,
Feature matches as well as launch party promos while supplies last.

By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend
SAT

5

9am-1pm

TCG

6

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games.
Start time: Noon
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.

SAT

5

9am-1pm

TCG

T01 to T14

Magic: The Gathering
- VIMC M:TG Open
Part 2 (Launch Party)
Sealed

Everyone

Welcome to the Vancouver Island Magic Community (VIMC) M:TG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers
and one final) in which participants face off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. The top four of each qualifier will advance to the finals. If someone
finishes top four in both qualifiers the 5th place player in the sealed qualifier will advance to the final (and so on). Qualifier finish order will be
determined by the swiss style tournament format. In each format there is a prize pool to be won. In each format there is a prize pool to be won.
In Part two, each participant will be provided with three booster packs of Scars of Mirrodin and three boosters of Mirrodin Beseiged. Participants
are given 20 minutes to register the sealed pool and 30 minutes to construct their deck using the sealed pool they are given. Swiss style rounds will
be run. Part two will also be a sanctioned Mirrodin Beseiged launch party event with promos to be given out on a first come first serve basis.
Price: The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40. If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2011 the cost is $25. If you wis
part in the Sealed event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $30 (you can not qualify for the finals this way).

By GottaCon and Connection Games - Jamie Lefeaux
Start Time: 1:00pm
Price: The cost to participate in the WoW Realm Qualifier is $10. If you have purchased the WoW full weekend package ($65) entry is free.
Format: Core Constructed, Realm: Ashenvale Forest

SAT

5

9am-1pm

TCG

T19 to T22

World of Warcraft
TCG Season 6
Ashenvale Forest
Realm Qualifier

Everyone

Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG Season 6 Realm Qualifier. This tournament consists of a Constructed format with Swiss rounds in which
participants face off for prizes and glory. After the Swiss rounds, the top players will play single elimination matches to determine the final winner of
this event. Decklists must be provided. Players earn qualification points towards a Realm Championship invite based on their standings. Players
need 10 points to earn their invite to a Realm Championship: 1st: 10 points, 2nd: 10 points, 3rd-4th: 6 points, 5th-8th: 4 points, 9th+: 3 points
Top Prize – Freezing Band Foil Card
Top 4 – Boxlo Frostnuggle Foil Card
Top 8 – Priest Deckboxes (+ 2 given out as door prizes)
Booster Packs based on final standings
Participation Card – Sap Foil Card (First 16 players)
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Day Slot

SAT

SAT

5

5

TIME

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

Type

TCG

Table/Area

EVENT

T23 to T26

Yu-Gi-Oh! Advanced
Constructed
Tournament

Yu-Gi-Oh! Storm of
Ragnarok Sneak
Peek

LEVEL
By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 11:00AM
Cost: $5 Number of Players: Minimum 8
Everyone

T27 to T30

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

Everyone

DEMO - Le Cardo

Everyone

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

BG

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

BG

BG02

Format: Advanced Constructed - This is a sanctioned event and will effect your player rankings. Swiss pairing with no top cut. Entry: $5 - each
player will receive one booster pack upon entry. Prizes: Random door prizes of packs and deck protectors, Top 4 or 8 players will receive special
prize cards (Super, Ultra, or Ultimate rare) turbo and/or booster packs. Details of the prize cards will be announced at the event, but first place is
guaranteed to be worth at least $15. It will be fun for Duelists of all age and skill levels.

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 9:00am each day
Cost: See below

TCG

Event Reg
Desk
BG09
BG10
BG11
BG12

Booklet Description

Everyone

Be among the first to check out the new monsters of the latest Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D’s TRADING CARD GAME booster set – Storm of Ragnarok! Every
Duelist will receive a limited edition Ultra Rare participation card - "Vortex the Whirlwind" and have the chance to win an exclusive Storm of
Ragnarok game mat. Unleash the wrath of the Nordic Gods, and sweep away your foes with The Six Samurai. Format: Open Dueling. Each player
receives 5 packs of Storm of Ragnarok from which to build a 20 card deck. Play five matches with your deck and return your completed form for a
chance to win a game mat. Draws for the mats will happen at approximately 6pm on Saturday, and 2pm on Sunday. Entry fee is $25 at the
connection games booth or get a one day pass and entry into this event on either Saturday or Sunday for $30 + HST
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free
This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!
By Skyhaven Games
Time: 9am, 2pm Saturday and Sunday
Number of players: Unlimited
Le Cardo is a new word game. Compact and travel-sized, this game is easy to learn and fun to play! Length of demo 5 to 15 minutes.

SAT

SAT

6

6

2pm-6pm

2pm – 6pm

BG

BG

BG03
BG04
BG05
BG06

Dominion
Tournament

BG07
BG08

Giant Pandemic by
VCON

Everyone

By Starlit Citadel - Kris Moulton.
Time: 2:00PM
Cost: $5
Number of Players: Minimum 8 players
Starlit Citadel is hosting a round-robin tournament for Dominion with a $5 entrance fee. A minimum of 8 participants is required. The first place
prize will be the Dominion promotional item from Rio Grande and a $20 gift certificate from Starlit Citadel, the second place prize will be a $20
certificate and third place prize a $10 certificate to Starlit Citadel.

Everyone

By Rick Arino.
Time: 2pm
# of participants: 2 - 5
When working together to combat deadly diseases... bigger is better. It's ZMan Games popular game of Pandemic in a whole new light! A custom
made version of the game on a 4 foot by 6 foot map!

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

BG

BG01

Munchkin Victoria
Championship

Everyone

By Men in Black (MIB) 5799 Jayson Stevens.
Time: 2:00PM
Number of Players: Maximum 16
Kill the monsters - Steal the treasure - Stab your buddy. It's the Munchkin Way. Are you the biggest Munchkin in Victoria? Come play 3 rounds of
different Munchkin flavours, and prove who's best. Prizes will be awarded, and promo goodies for everyone!

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

BG

VCON1
VCON2

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

EG

12, 14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 5:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: DTI Computers and Sideshow Collectibles

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

EG

12

PC - Call of Duty:
Black Ops Free for All
Tournament

Everyone

Get your twitch finger ready and your heart rate up because reaction time is your best weapon in this event. Eight players at a time will face off in
this free for all event with the bottom four scores in each round receiving a “loss”. This is a double elimination tournament (players will not be
counted out until their second loss). Rounds will be 15 minutes long or until the score limit is reached on a yet to be chosen map. Maximum
number of players is 64.
Prizes for first place include custom Sideshow Collectibles trophy (USRP $120) and a yet to be chosen other prize. Prizes for second and third as
well. Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 1:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: Sneakers Computers

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

EG

12

PC - Starcraft 2: 2 vs.
2 Tournament

Everyone

This event will be single elimination, best of three format. Maximum number of teams is 16 with a 20 minute round cap.
The long awaited sequel of the RTS Giant, StarCraft was finally released only a few months ago. StarCraft II is balanced, tuned, polished, and a
welcome addition to the franchise. Set in the 26th century, an outcast group of humans battle for survival in the Koprulu sector. Fighting with your
back to the wall, you need to crush opposition from two alien races and deal with power struggles and deception in your own race. You can play as
any of the three races, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Develop strategies, manage units and resources, and take out anyone that
isn’t on your team.
Prizes: Approximately $150 in prizes to first place team and other great prizes to other top teams based on attendance.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

EG

PlayNetOne

PlayNetOne Cyber
Cafe: Xbox 360
Kinect Demo

Everyone

By PlayNetOne Cyber Cafe - Roman Gombar
Time: All Day (while booth is open)
Come test out Kinect on a big screen and with plenty of room to move around at the PlayNetOne booth located in the electronic gaming area.

Day Slot

SAT

6

TIME

2pm-6pm

Type

EG

Table/Area

14

EVENT

Xbox 360 Halo Reach
Free for All
Tournament

LEVEL

Booklet Description

By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Sponsored by Silver City Tillicum Mall
Time: 3:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Everyone

Get your twitch finger ready and your heart rate up because reaction time is your best weapon in this event. Eight players at a time will face off in
this free for all event with the bottom four scores in each round receiving a “loss”. This is a double elimination tournament (players will not be
counted out until their second loss).
Prizes for first place include custom trophy and Silver City Xbox 360 party pass. Prizes for second and third as well. Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Minis

M06

Classic Battletech
Grinder

Everyone

By Tim Unwin.
Time: 2:00PM to 7pm
Prizes: Yes
Price: Free
Number of Players: 4 to 12
All Players start with a random light battlemech. The Objective is to destroy all the other players battlemech on the field earning yourself points.
Once you Light battlemech is destoryed you return to the field in a random meduim battlemech. This continues for heavy and assualt battlemechs.
The games ends when time expires, or all but one player has had all 4 of their battlemechs destroyed. The winner is the player with the most points
earned. Number of Players 4-12, no experience required, no equipment required.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Minis

M09

DEMO - Warhammer
and Warhammer 40k
Demo Games

Beginner

By Andy Carlson (Games Workshop Victoria)
Day: Saturday and Sunday
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm each day
# of Participants: Unlimited
Throughout the day attendees interested in Warhammer or Warhammer 40k are invited to stop by and try a Demo game. Miniatures are priovided
and no experience is required.

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

Minis

M07

Pulp Adventure!

Everyone

By Brian Burger.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 2-6+
Thrilling 1930s pulp adventure on the tabletop! 28mm, all figures provided, neither experience nor a fedora required.(although anyone bringing a
fedora will get bonus points!)

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Minis

M01

Warhammer 40K Two
Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 1

Everyone

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 50
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score, best painted army and best sportsmanship.
Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
1750pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer 40K tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and
two rounds will be played on Sunday. Armies will be limited to 1750 points (No Forge World models). Armies will be formed according to the
standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Minis

M02

Warhammer Fantasy
Two Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 1

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 40
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score (ased on turnout), best painted army and best
sportsmanship. Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
Everyone

2500pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer Fantasy tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday
and two rounds will be played on Sunday. Army point limit is 2500. Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and
rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Minis

M03

Warmachine Two Day
Steamroller GottaCon
Championship
Tournament - Day 1

By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Everyone

50pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Starting Saturday morning at 10am our feature Steamroller Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Championship tournament begins. A two day
Warmachine/Hordes Steamroller tournament will run both Saturday and Sunday starting at 10am each day. Day one will see three rounds of play
and day two will see the final two rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format.
There is a seating limit of 32 players.

SAT

SAT

6

6

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

RPG

RPG

RPG07

RPG01

DEMO - D&D 3rd
Edition - Intro to
Dungeons and
Dragons

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: EAST 1-1
These Hallowed Halls

Beginner

By Todd Glawson.
Start Time: 2pm
# of participants: 1 - 6
An introduction to the very popular RPG Dungeons and Dragons, using 3rd edition DnD game system. Players will roll up a character and learn the
basics of DnD as they adventure through a fantasy kingdom. They will fight mythical beasts, uncover magical treasures, and rescue the princess.
Geared towards ages 10 to 12+.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 - 6

Everyone

The Crafty Kobold Salvage Company has fearlessly plumbed forgotten treasures from the depths of the earth for many years. Now the owner’s son
and his expedition have gone missing and he needs adventurers of uncommon mettle to brave the dangers of the Underdark, find the lost
explorers, and perhaps even unlock the ancient secrets of Lodestone Deep. A Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in the East Rift for
characters levels 1-4. Please have a character ready to play.
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By Path of the Nomad.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Pregen characters can be provided)

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

RPG

RPG02

D&D 4th Edition Path of the Nomad:
Dragon Duty

Everyone

Chaos has broken out at Crinklepuff's flying carnival as the creatures of the exotic exhibits have been set free, and they're not interested in going
back to their cages without a fight!
This adventure is about Combat.
This game is part of a local shared setting called Path of the Nomad, and is for lower heroic level characters. If you're interested in learning more
about the setting, please visit our website. Pregen characters can be provided.

SAT

SAT

6

6

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

RPG

RPG

RPG03

RPG04

Dynamic Gaming
System - It Came
From Beyond EPA
Standards!

Hollow Earth
Expedition - Stranded
in the Hollow Earth

Everyone

By Third Eye Games.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Apocalypse Prevention Incorporated needs help! Vancouver sets the stage as high-tech agents battle a new species of demon to stop it from
wiping out all life as we know it! Help playtest a new adventure not-yet released from Third Eye Games and try out the Dynamic Gaming System if
you haven't got the chance yet! First come, first serve. Space is limited.

Everyone

By Mike Gruber.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Our explorers have chartered the tramp steamer S.S. Endeavour to transport them to the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico where they hope to
discover a lost Mayan temple, uncover its mysteries, and acquire priceless treasures. The journey was going well until a storm suddenly beset the
ship.

By Chris Slater.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

RPG

RPG05

Over the Edge - The
Island of Director
Morose

Everyone

Director Archibald Lowry has had some strange luck filming his movies lately. His previous film, DREAM MOUNTAIN, DREAM SKY, was a critical
success but suffered late setbacks when members of his cast and crew started disappearing. The film before that was canceled completely when
his investors pulled out after his entire set and most of his crew's equipment and vehicles were confiscated by guerilla desert warriors on
horseback... a second time. Most studios and investors won't touch him, yet here he is on this forgotten island in the middle of The Mediterranean
just about ready to start filming his next masterpiece. The Studio said he could have whatever he wants or needs. They've even managed to
convince some big name talent to sign on. Now if only he could come up with a plot for his movie...
Note: This scenario is a sequel of sorts to the scenario I ran two years at GottaCon 2009, ZOMBIE SURVIVOR.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

RPG

RPG06

Pathfinder Society #211: The Penumbral
Accords

Everyone

The daughters of Absalom's mysterious Blakros family have long been among the most pursued maidens in the Inner Sea. Now the family's
matriarch approaches the Pathfinder Society to help her break a centuries-old pact with the denizens of the Plane of Shadow to save her twin
daughters from a life of servitude at the hands of the Onyx Alliance. Heading into the fan-favorite adventuring location of Blakros Museum, the PCs
have only a short amount of time to break the Penumbral Accords and solidify the Pathfinder Society's ties to the powerful Blakroses. Written by
Owen K.C. Stephens
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 5th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 4–5).

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

RPG

RPG08

Pathfinder Society
#51: The City of
Strangers — Part I

Everyone

The Pathfinder Society sends you to Kaer Maga, the City of Strangers, where you are ordered to find a local Pathfinder associate who sent a
strange letter to Venture-Captain Drandle Dreng in Absalom. When the local associate turns up dead and you find evidence linking his death to a
mysterious organization called The Shadow Lodge, it's up to you to track them down and solve the man's murder.
The Shadow Gambit is the first scenario in the two-part The City of Strangers campaign arc. Pathfinder Society Scenario #52: The City of
Strangers—Part II: The Twofold Demise is the sequel. Written by Joshua J. Frost
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).
By Nathan Patten.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 5

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

RPG

RPG09

West End Games D6 Mass Effect : The
Steepest Step

Everyone

The SS Puissance, a interstellar passenger liner carrying nearly 1100 souls has been co-opted by a group of radicals and mercenaries. Normally
the Systems Alliance or Council would dispatch a rescue ship and negotiators to deflate the situation and ensure a peaceful result. For whatever
reason a direct response has yet to be issued my the Alliance, or the Council itself.
Contacted through mysterious channels you and a handful of other individuals have been hired for a task of the upmost importance, removing the
radical threat from the Puissance and ensuring the safety of several parcels the ship is conveying between Neutral and Council Space. All other
considerations are considered secondary, including the Puissance and all hands aboard.
This is a adventure set in the Mass Effect Universe, utilizing West End Games "d6" roleplaying system. Action and Intrigue abounds with a mature
and dark undertone. Characters will be provided. This adventure is not suitable for anybody under the age of 14.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

17

GottaCon 2011
Gamers
Silent Auction

Everyone

By The GottaCon Team
Time: 9:00am to 6:30pm
Details:
On Saturday February 6th only between 9:00am and 6:30pm come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction brought to you by
GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be
available.
For complete details on the auction please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=215
By GottaCon, Sponsored by Anime Evolution and Dragon Impact.
Time: Noon to 5:00pm
Price: Free

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

Anime
Evolution
Booth V12

GottaCon Costume
Contest, sponsored
by Anime Evolution

Everyone

Whether you’re a beginner or a veteran, you’re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by Anime Evolution
(www.animeevolution.com). Compete with others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits
will not be performed (sorry).
On Saturday February 5th, from noon to 5pm, convention attendees can stop by the AE booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time their
photo will be taken and each contestant will be assigned an entry number. Contestants will be eligible for all categories in their age group. Judge
deliberation will begin at 6pm (contestants do not need to be present). The winners will be announced at 6:30pm at the Anime Evolution booth.
Categories: Best In Show, Best In Show (16 & under), Best Craftsmanship, Honourable Mention, Honourable Mention (16 & under)
For contest rules go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=374
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Booklet Description
By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

19

Lego - Blind Build
Contest

Everyone

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

19

Lego - Kids Building
Area

Everyone

VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else will!
The winner gets a prize!
By: VicLUG
Time: All weekend (while the VicLUG booth is open)
VicLUG will have an area where kids ( or anyone else! ) can build models using our public kid build lot.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

19

Lego - VicWars

Everyone

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon! VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop miniature game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes
or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!
By Dice Bag Games.
Day: Friday to Saturday

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

V20

Miniature Painting
Contest

Everyone

Details: GottaCon is pleased to announce that it will be hosting a Miniature painting contest, which is brought to you by Dice Bag Games, at this
year’s convention. There are three categories that attendees can submit an entry into (limit of one entry per category per person) which include:
Single Figure, Unit, Large Figure (single vehicles are included in this category)
Categories are open to any 25 mm to 35 mm scale model from any genre or manufacturer. Prizes will be awarded to the top three submissions in
each category. Full details on this event which include competition rules and regulations, category size restrictions and judging criteria can be
found here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/paintingcompetitiongc2011.pdf
Entry forms will be available at the Dice Bag Games booth during GottaCon 2011 (February 4th to 6th, 2011). Entries can be submitted all day
Friday and Saturday. All submissions must be entered by 6:00pm Saturday.

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

Special
Event

16

Video Game Music
Trivia Contest

Everyone

By Tim Lin.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: lots
Cost 1 gamer ticket - one entry per badge per day. Badges will be marked.
Each participant will listen to ten 30 second music clips from ten different games. Each clip must be identified correctly with the correctly spelled
full name of the game. The full recording may be listened to twice. At 6pm there will be a draw from everyone who got the most songs right,
minimum of eight correct answers, for a small prize.
Each day will have a collection of different songs.

SAT

6

2pm-6pm

TCG

T23 to T26

Legend of the Five
Rings Saturday
Constructed
Tournament

Everyone

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 6:00PM
Cost: $5
Number of Players: Minimum 4 people
Legend of the 5 Rings TCG - 40/40 Constructed Tournament. All participants receive promo Clan back Imperial Favour cards, and token sets
(while supplies last). Boosters and promo cards awarded as prizes. Minimum 4 players, maximum 32, some experience recommended.

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

TCG

T15 to T18

Magic: The Gathering
- GottaCon Extended
Tournament

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start Time: 5:00pm
Price: $5
Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card constructed deck built using the current Extended restrictions.
Prizes: Boosters and chase rares for 1st to 4th place.
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

TCG

6

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2

By GottaCon and Connection Games - Jamie Lefeaux
Start Time: 1:00pm
Price: The cost to participate in the WoW Realm Qualifier is $10. If you have purchased the WoW full weekend package ($65) entry is free.
Format: Core Constructed, Realm: Ashenvale Forest

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

TCG

T19 to T22

World of Warcraft
TCG Season 6
Ashenvale Forest
Realm Qualifier

Everyone

Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG Season 6 Realm Qualifier. This tournament consists of a Constructed format with Swiss rounds in which
participants face off for prizes and glory. After the Swiss rounds, the top players will play single elimination matches to determine the final winner of
this event. Decklists must be provided. Players earn qualification points towards a Realm Championship invite based on their standings. Players
need 10 points to earn their invite to a Realm Championship: 1st: 10 points, 2nd: 10 points, 3rd-4th: 6 points, 5th-8th: 4 points, 9th+: 3 points
Top Prize – Freezing Band Foil Card
Top 4 – Boxlo Frostnuggle Foil Card
Top 8 – Priest Deckboxes (+ 2 given out as door prizes)
Booster Packs based on final standings
Participation Card – Sap Foil Card (First 16 players)

SAT

6

2pm – 6pm

TCG

T27 to T30

Yu-Gi-Oh! Storm of
Ragnarok Sneak
Peek

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 9:00am each day
Cost: See below
Everyone

Be among the first to check out the new monsters of the latest Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D’s TRADING CARD GAME booster set – Storm of Ragnarok! Every
Duelist will receive a limited edition Ultra Rare participation card - "Vortex the Whirlwind" and have the chance to win an exclusive Storm of
Ragnarok game mat. Unleash the wrath of the Nordic Gods, and sweep away your foes with The Six Samurai. Format: Open Dueling. Each player
receives 5 packs of Storm of Ragnarok from which to build a 20 card deck. Play five matches with your deck and return your completed form for a
chance to win a game mat. Draws for the mats will happen at approximately 6pm on Saturday, and 2pm on Sunday. Entry fee is $25 at the
connection games booth or get a one day pass and entry into this event on either Saturday or Sunday for $30 + HST
By The Core Gamers.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

BG

BG08

Battle Star Galactica

Everyone

Battlestar Galactica: The Board Game is an exciting game of mistrust, intrigue, and the struggle for survival. Based on the epic and widelyacclaimed new Sci Fi Channel series, Battlestar Galactica: The Board Game puts players in the role of one of ten of their favorite characters from
the show. Each playable character has their own abilities and weaknesses, and must all work together in order for humanity to have any hope of
survival. However, one or more players in every game secretly side with the Cylons. Players must attempt to expose the traitor while fuel
shortages, food contaminations, and political unrest threatens to tear the fleet apart.
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Floor Plan Index

1. Main Entrance & Badge Registration

11. Board Games Area (BG)

As you come in the main entrance to the GottaCon convention area you
will find the badge registration desk. This is where you will pay your entry
fee and receive your pass to the convention. All pre-registered attendees,
event coordinators, vendors, volunteers and special guests should check
in at the Badge Registration desk.

This section is dedicated to BGs. For a list of BG events please refer to
our events schedule.

12. Computer Games Network (LAN)

This area is our networked computer gaming station. This year Lower
MainLAN will be hosting our LAN as well as overseeing our tournaments.
When tournaments are not in progress gaming stations will be available for
free. For a list of LAN tournaments please refer to our events schedule.

2. Night Entrance & Badge Registration

After 10pm this is where you will pay your entry fee and receive your pass
to the convention.

13. Island Collateral

3. Event Registration

Island Collateral will have numerous console based gaming stations set up
so that you can try before you buy from their vast inventory of used video
games. They will have systems from Atari right up to Xbox 360 and PS3s.
Just let them know what you want to try!

Our event registration desk is where you can sign up for events that are
scheduled throughout the weekend as well as access our boardgame
library. Just ask our staff about the event you want to take part in and
they will sign you up (pending available space, space is allocated on a first
come first serve basis).

14. EVO Games

This area is our Xbox 360 console gaming station. Xbox 360 games and
tournaments will take place here. This year EVO Games will be hosting
this section and the events that take place here. For a list of these
tournaments please refer to our events schedule.

4. Coat/Bag Check, Lost & Found, Information

If you do not want to carry around your heavy coat and bag simply check
it at our coat/bag check for $1.00. Your items will be monitored by our
staff and available to you upon presentation of your check ticket at any
time. Find an item lying around or did you lose something? This is the
place to go. Need to know something about the convention or Victoria,
at our information desk you will find friendly GottaCon staff ready to
answer your questions regarding the convention or about the city of
Victoria.

15. Sony PlayStation Booth

This year we are excited to have Sony PlayStation returning to host a
variety of PlayStation games on PS3’s as well as PSPs. Come try out these
fantastic systems and maybe score some swag. For times of use please
check our events schedule.

5. Concession/Snack Bar

16. Gamer Ticket Booth

Visit our concession for a wide variety of food, drinks and snacks without
leaving the convention. Our snack bar will be open for the entirety of the
convention to best serve you.

This is where you buy your gamer tickets that are required to enter into
the video gaming tournaments (PC and Console).

17. Special Events

6. Tournament Reporting Centre

This area is reserved for our special events such as human battleship (FRI
and SUN) and our gamers silent auction (SAT).

This is where all tournament results from trading card games, and
miniature based games will be reported. It is also the hub for our judges
as well as an information centre on tournament times, availability and
results.

18. Danger by Design

This year we are happy to welcome Danger by Design who will be offering
face/body painting services as well as other goodies all weekend long.
Check them out Saturday as they demonstrate body painting on a model.

7. Vendor Area

Our vendor area is centrally located and easily accessible. This section is
dedicated to the vendors that will be present at our convention. For more
information on vendors please see our exhibitor index.

19. VicLUG

Victoria Lego Users Group will be setting up shop here. Come see their
creations, build with lego and take part in their events.

8. Role Playing Games Area (RPG)

This section is dedicated to RPGs. For a list of RPG events please refer
to our events schedule.

20. Flyer/Advertisement Tables

There will be a table near the information desk that is reserved for the
display of free promotional material from anybody who wants to put it
there (GottaCon Conventions reserves the right to remove any material it
deems inappropriate).

9. Miniature Games Area (MINIs)

This section is dedicated to Miniatures. For a list of Miniature events
please refer to our events schedule.

10. Trading Card Games Area (TCG)

This section is dedicated to TCGs. For a list of TCG events please refer
to our events schedule.
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(8am - 10pm)
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(10pm - 8am)
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Exhibitor Index

Vendors

V15. Starlit Citadel

An online based store who has over 1,000 board games and card games to buy
at discounted prices up to 50%. These great deals and games will be available at
their booth.

V01. Skyhaven Games

Skyhaven Games provides a wide selection of gamer goods and an atmosphere
for you to sit down and participate in tournaments and demonstrations for the
games that they sell.

V16. Whovianart

Who, AKA Joseph Cassidy, is a seller of a variety of interesting and odd things
but specializes in return tops which are just like yo-yos except by name. Stop by
to see what he has to offer.

V02. Dragon Impact

Dragon Impact offers a wide range of martial arts products of varying brands
and styles. They also offer a wide selection of real and replica bladed weapons
including many movie, anime and video game themed items.

V17. Table Top Scenery

Kits and custom-made terrain for gaming, model trains and displays.

V03. Collector’s Choice
Visit booth for more details.

V18. Yellowjacket Comics and Toys

V04. Magic Stronghold

Renowned for their selection in Magic: the Gathering (MTG) singles. Magic
Stronghold buys and sells MTG cards, and video games.

Yellowjacket Comics deals in mainstream comic books, graphic novels, board
games and trading card games. We are Victoria, B.C.’s main Magic: the Gathering
dealer.

V05. Shaw Communications Inc

V19. DTI Computers

Shaw is a diversified communications and media company providing consumers
with various products and services including broadband cable and satellite
television, high-speed Internet, phone, voice and data services, broadcast video
solutions, and engaging programming content.

DTI Computers has retail computer shops in Victoria, Oak Bay, Sidney, Gordon
Head and Colwood. They pride themselves in being a shop that can cater to
anyone’s needs whether it is a home user or a power gamer.

V06. Mabus Maille

Dice Bag Games carries all types of gaming supplies from Warhammer to RPGs,
TCGs, board games as well as T-shirts and hobby supplies.

V20. Dice Bag Games

Artists who are specialists in unusual mediums including chainmail, accessories,
bracelets, earrings & necklaces.

Other Vendors on Site

V07. Crosstime Games

Danger by Design (area 18)

Crosstime Games is based in the Victoria, British Columbia. The main focus of
the company is the creation and support of its two role-playing systems, Elemental
Axes and Star Runners

Danger By Design provides artistic services for individuals, groups & businesses
such as face painting, body art, special effects makeup, logo design, web/print
graphics, & much more.

V08. Metropolis Comics and Toys

Evo Games (area 14)

Metropolis Comics and Toys carries a wide variety of toys and comics.

EVO Games is a new video gaming centre in Langford. This year EVO Games
will be hosting all our console based gaming events and free play areas. Evo will
be located in area 14.

V09. Wisers Collectibles

We specialize in the collectible industry. Formerly a warehouse based company;
they have slowly progressed into a retail facility over the years.

Island Collateral (e-gaming area)

Seller of new and used goods who specialize in used video games and accessories.
Island Collateral quite possibly has the largest selection of used video games on
the island.

V10. Labyrinth Leathercraft

Labyrinth Leathercraft combines the creative talents of two individuals and
together their talents provide a wide variety of unique and lovingly crafted items.

Lower MainLAN (area 12)

V11. Core Games/CND Ride
Visit booth for more details.

The LowerMainLAN Group is a collection of local LAN groups. LML will be
hosting all our PC gaming events and free play and will be located in area 12.

V12. Anime Evolution, 501st and Rebel Legion

Mr. Tube Steak (outside Pearkes Arena)

Mr. Tube Steak will be located just outside the main entrance to Pearkes
Recreation Centre and will be selling beverages, hotdogs, sausages, hamburgers
with a selection of toppings.

Please visit the booth for more information.

V13. Ted Christensen Gallery

Featuring vibrant and fantastical images. Through the lens of the artist’s mind,
you will see images of our world bent on a different slant and future possibilities
and dark fantasies.

PlayNetOne Cyber Cafe (e-gaming area)

PlayNetOne is a new Cyber Center located in central Esquimalt who caters to
everyone who wants to have a blast, from kids to seniors, from gamers to casual
players.

V14. The Connection Games

We operate stores for game and comic enthusiasts. We sell and support games that
bring people together.

Sneakers Computers (e-gaming area)

A locally owned and operated BC computer franchise that has been building
quality computer systems and providing award-winning service and repair for
over a decade.
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Day Slot

SAT

SAT

SAT

SAT

7

7

7

7

TIME

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

Type

BG

BG

BG

BG

Table/Area

EVENT

Event Reg
Desk
BG09
BG10
BG11
BG12

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

BG02

DEMO - Resident Evil
Deckbuilding Game

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free

Everyone

Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!
By Skyhaven Games, Eric Mont
Start time: 7:00pm
Number of players: 1 to 3, multiple sessions available
Resident Evil has arrived in the deckbuilding game world! Similar to other deckbuilding games like Dominion or Thunderstone, Resident Evil puts
its own twist on things by having weapons to destroy the evil undead - the trick is you don't know what's behind that scary mansion door!

BG01
BG03
BG04
BG05
BG06

Settlers of Catan
Tournament

Everyone

VCON1
VCON2

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

By Kier Robins and Knoll Stevenson
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 8 - 24
Cost: $5.00 (pay to organizers)
The Settlers of Catan tournament will be a total of two rounds. The first round will be basic Catan with identical setups at each table. Six to eight
players will continue to the second round, based off attendance. This will be a fun event. Bring a great attitude and a friend too! Prize value will
equal the collected entry fees.
By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

EG

12, 14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 5:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: DTI Computers and Sideshow Collectibles

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

EG

12

PC - Call of Duty:
Black Ops Free for All
Tournament

Everyone

Get your twitch finger ready and your heart rate up because reaction time is your best weapon in this event. Eight players at a time will face off in
this free for all event with the bottom four scores in each round receiving a “loss”. This is a double elimination tournament (players will not be
counted out until their second loss). Rounds will be 15 minutes long or until the score limit is reached on a yet to be chosen map. Maximum
number of players is 64.
Prizes for first place include custom Sideshow Collectibles trophy (USRP $120) and a yet to be chosen other prize. Prizes for second and third as
well. Prizes based on attendance. Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission
to compete. Please find a parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 9:00PM
Price: 4 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: Boomers Computers

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

EG

12

PC - Counter-Strike
Source 5 vs. 5
Tournament

Everyone

Counter-Strike Source is a squad based terrorist vs. counter terrorist match up which requires skill, tactics and teamwork. Each map has an
objective for the terrorists to complete, which the counter-terrorists have to prevent. Counter terrorists have the choice of being sneaky and
deterring the terrorists from their target, but killing them all works just as well. Rounds last 2.5 minutes and there is no respawning.
Number of Players per Team: 5
Number of Teams per Tournament: 8
Rounds: 9 (4 played on each side) – first team to win 5 rounds wins.
Round time: 2.5 minutes
C4 Timer: 35
Start Money: 800
Buy Time: .25
Prizes: Winning team will receive Razor Deathadder gamer mice. Prizes based on attendance.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

EG

PlayNetOne

PlayNetOne Cyber
Cafe: Xbox 360
Kinect Demo

Everyone

By PlayNetOne Cyber Cafe - Roman Gombar
Time: All Day (while booth is open)
Come test out Kinect on a big screen and with plenty of room to move around at the PlayNetOne booth located in the electronic gaming area.

By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Sponsored by Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Time: 7:00PM
Team Size: 4 Players
Price: 5 gamer tickets per team member (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
SAT

7

7pm-11pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Call of
Duty: Black Ops 4 vs.
4 Tournament

Everyone

Find 3 friends and gear up for the battlefield in the most anticipated game of the year. This tournament will be 4 player teams facing off in a double
elimination tournament (teams will not be counted out until their second loss) and stress team tactics and skill. The game mode and load out
selection will all be based on EGL guidelines. If a player who wants to participate does not have a teammate they can partner up with random
gamers who also don’t have a teammate.
Prizes for the first place team will include custom trophies and $200 in Future Shop gift certificates. Prizes for second and third place teams as
well. Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

Minis

M06
M07
M08

Monsterpocalypse
Tournament (open
format)

Everyone

By Vuong Wong.
Time: 7:00PM
Number of Players: 16 player limit
Price: Free
Prizes: Officially sponsored by Privateer Press
All players are welcome to take part in this new and exciting collectible miniature game. We will be playing a open format swiss-tournament using
steam roller scoring. We welcome players of all ages and all experiences to come join us. Prize Support officially sponsored by Privateer Press will
be given to our champion as well as participants!

Day Slot

SAT

7

TIME

7pm-11pm

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M03

EVENT

Warmachine
Steamroller Doubles
Tournament

LEVEL

Everyone

Booklet Description
By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 7:00PM
Price: Free
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: Prizes awarded to top teams
25pt Armies per team member
No paint restrictions
Saturday night will see a doubles tournament starting at 7pm. Teams of two will face off against other teams battling it out for first overall in this
three round event. Rules and restrictions as per the official doubles tournament format. The player limit is as seating is available and the point limit
is 25 per team member.

SAT

SAT

SAT

7

7

7

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

RPG

RPG

RPG

R01

R02

R03

Call of Cthulhu Mystic Victoria

Everyone

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: CORM1-7
Patronage and
Pestilence

Everyone

D&D 4th Edition Path of the Nomad:
Casting Call

By Ed Sum.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Set your sights in a game inspired by the many supernatural myths of Victoria, B.C., and test your meddle against the Chthonic forces that are said
to be lurking beneath. H.P. Lovecraft loans his creature creations in a game of mayhem in Chaosium's Call of Cthulhu. But is the city of Victoria
ready for it? Set in the 20's, let's find out. Players should have some experience with the mythos.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
A disease has hit the outskirts of Suzail, and the captain of the guard has hired the PCs to provide safe transport for the arriving cure. Written by
George Redifer. Unfortunately, everyone else wants it just as badly. Can the heroes protect the medicine for the sick and dying, or will the
temptation of wealth be too much to pass up? A Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Cormyr for characters levels 1-4.

By Path of the Nomad.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Pregen characters can be provided)
Everyone

Due to a recent reduction in attendance and star attractions, Crinklepuff's Tip Top Big Top Carnival Extravaganza is looking for some new talent to
bolster the ranks and make this years show one of the best, but not everyone is happy to see new faces peering behind the curtains.
This adventure is about RP and Skill Challenge.
This game is part of a local shared setting called Path of the Nomad, and is for lower heroic level characters. If you're interested in learning more
about the setting, please visit our website. Pregen characters can be provided.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

RPG

R04

Elemental Axes
Second Edition

Everyone

By Crosstime Games - Eric Seaton
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of Participants: 1 - 6 (characters will be provided)
Come explore the world of Elemental Axes (Second Edition) with the creator, Eric Seaton, as he takes you and your fellow adventures through a
series of exciting escapades.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

RPG

R05

FantasyCraft - The
Darkest Hour

By Craft Games.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
Everyone

*The pleasant mountain valley of Fels Cut is about to learn a valuable lesson -** nothing stays buried forever.*
A crossroads in the Realm, Fels Cut is no stranger to adventure, though it's rarely seen any of its own. Visitors pass through from far and wide,
bringing tales of the fantastic and bizarre, yet all is quiet here. Until now. This night, the valley falls to nightmare and by dawn, all will know its
name.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

RPG

R06

Pathfinder Society #213: Murder on the
Throaty Mermaid

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

Description to come. Written by Mark Moreland
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 5th level characters (Tiers: 1-2 and 4-5). This scenario is designed for play in
Pathfinder Society Organized Play, but can easily be adapted for use with any world. This scenario is compliant with the Open Game License
(OGL) and is suitable for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

RPG

R07

Pathfinder Society
RPG #49: Among the
Dead (Pathfinder
Society

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

Several years ago, a Taldan Zyphus cult took over a famous Oppara opera house, murdered a Pathfinder, and turned dozens of Taldor's wealthiest
citizens into the walking dead. The Pathfinder Society has finally tracked down their hideout and sends you to Oppara for one purpose: revenge.
Can you face the servants of Golarion's god of accidents unharmed or will you find yourself among Zyphus's cursed souls?
Among the Dead is a follow-up scenario to Pathfinder Society Scenario #7: Among the Living. When played together, the scenarios create a mini
story arc in Taldor's gilded capital, Oppara. Written by Joshua J. Frost
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).
By Jon Woodland.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)

SAT

7

2pm – 6pm

RPG

R08

Savage Worlds Darwin's World

Everyone

In a world where radiation has altered the very course of nature, mankind has ceased to exist in its current form. Mutations and genetic variations
are the edge separating a species from life and death. Can you survive in the wild, inhospitable world of mankind's ruin, after a series of
devastating wars that brought the human race to the brink of extinction? Can you survive in Darwin's World?
Savage Worlds is a Fast! Furious! and Fun! rules system for any genre of roleplaying game. The rules give players plenty of depth to create their
characters and keep bookkeeping to a minimum for the game master. If you're looking for a game that's fast and easy to set up, run, and play,
Savage Worlds is for you!
By Mike Gruber.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters provided)

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

RPG

R09

Savage Worlds Hellfrost: The Frost
Giant's Hold

Everyone

Three times the plans of Jarl Hrimwulf the Grim have been thwarted, and three times the jarl's minions have been vanquished. But now the Norns
have decreed a final act must be played out between the mighty frost giant and our heroes. At stake is nothing less than the fate of the Heartlands
as the battle is taken all the way to The Frost Giant's Hold!
Savage Worlds is a Fast! Furious! and Fun! rules system for any genre of roleplaying game. The rules give players plenty of depth to create their
characters and keep bookkeeping to a minimum for the game master. If you're looking for a game that's fast and easy to set up, run, and play,
Savage Worlds is for you!
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Day Slot

SAT

SAT

7

7

TIME

2pm – 6pm

7pm-11pm

Type

RPG

TCG

Table/Area

EVENT

See RPG
Area
coordinatorQuinn Hsu

Savage Worlds F(l)ight for Survival

T15 to T18

Legend of the Five
Rings Saturday
Constructed
Tournament

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By Takeda Mataroshi.
Start Time: 7:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)

Everyone

You are an international journalist reporting in Myanmar when the unthinkable happens. Can you survive?
Savage Worlds is a Fast! Furious! and Fun! rules system for any genre of roleplaying game. The rules give players plenty of depth to create their
characters and keep bookkeeping to a minimum for the game master. If you're looking for a game that's fast and easy to set up, run, and play,
Savage Worlds is for you!

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 6:00PM
Intermediate Cost: $5
Number of Players: Minimum 4 people
Legend of the 5 Rings TCG - 40/40 Constructed Tournament. All participants receive promo Clan back Imperial Favour cards, and token sets
(while supplies last). Boosters and promo cards awarded as prizes. Minimum 4 players, maximum 32, some experience recommended.

SAT

7

7pm-11pm

TCG

T01 to T14

Magic: The Gathering
- GottaCon Two
Headed Giant Sealed
Tournament

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start Time: 9:00pm
Price: $35 per team
Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Teams will receive three boosters of Scars of Mirrodin and four boosters of Mirrodin Besieged to construct 2 decks with in this sanctioned
tournament. Teams will be given 45 minutes to construct their decks. Teams will face off in a swiss style tournament.
Prizes: 3 boosters per team entered into pool plus two Elspeth vs. Tezzeret Duel Decks for 1st place team.
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend

SAT

SAT

7

7

7pm-11pm

7pm-11pm

TCG

TCG

6

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

T19 to T22

World of Warcraft
TCG - Draft

Everyone

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
By The Connection Games - Jamie Lefeaux.
Time: 7:00PM
Cost: $17 Number of Players: Minimum 4, maximum 16
Each player gets 3 packs of the newest set from which to draft. Players construct a 30 card deck with any Hero from the cards they drafted. The
tournament will consist of swiss style rounds. Minimum 4 players, maximum 16.

SUN

8

12am-4am

BG

Event Reg
Desk

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free
Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: Midnight
Cost: Free
Players: 3 or 4 per team

SUN

8

12am-4am

EG

12

PC - Midtown
Madness 2: 4 vs. 4
Tournament

Everyone

If you come to play a game and win at all costs Midtown Madness 2 will chew you up and spit you out. With a 1995 concept of physics and poorly
placed hit boxes you can only play this game with a grin from ear to ear. There is no benefit to skill level or experience. You are broken into two
four player teams. You are placed randomly on the map, your team needs to pick up the gold and get it to a random cap point. You can take the
gold from other players by hitting them at high speed, but be warned the laws of physics are… negotiable. Win or lose you sides will hurt.
Format: Single Elimination
Number of Players per Team: 4
Number of Teams per Tournament: 8
Gold Weight: 1 ton
Match Point Limit: 1000
Rounds:1
Vehicle: London Cabs

SUN

SUN

8

8

12am-4am

12am-4pm

EG

RPG

12

PC - Unreal
Tournament Game of
the Year Edition:
Deathmatch
Tournament

R01

Ubiquity - Zombie
Island: Celebrity
Edition

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: Midnight
Cost: Free
Everyone

Everyone

An Oldie but Goldie. This throw back from the days of old has to be one of the cleanest well balance twitch games of all time. Although 15 years
old UT Game of the Year Edition has proven time and time again at LANs to be one of the ultimate fast paced first person shooters. This game is
from a time when there was no need for classes, 350 different weapons and tactical skills. Jump on a system and join the fray! The format is eight
player random teams, team deathmatch with the lowest scoring four players on each team being eliminated from the tournament. Once we get
down to 8 players the format changes to free for all with the highest score winning a prize. The match time limit is 30 minutes. Maximum number of
players is 32.
By Mike Sansregret .
Start Time: 12:00am (midnight)
# of participants: 4 - 6 (characters will be provided)
Zombie Island takes place in a future where the apocalypse came and went. Now the few remaining Zombies are allowed to run wild on one lonely
island. This is the set piece for the greatest and most grueling reality TV show ever. Our contests must survive to make it off the island and attempt
to gain fame and fortune least they be immortalized... in undeath!
Start Time: 12am(midnight)
# of participants: 5 - 20

SUN

8

12am-4am

Special
Event

R08

Werewolf

Everyone

Come and play Werewolf with your fellow GottaCon attendees. It is a great way to meet new people, and kill them. The rules are simple so if you
have never played before it is quick and easy to learn.
Werewolf is a social game where players are randomly assigned a role in a village; villager, werewolf, seer, and others. At night the werewolves
come out and kill an "innocent" villager. Then all the players must decide who they blame and hang one of the village residents. When there are
only villagers(including any witches etc.) or werewolves you have a winning team. New roles are assigned and the a new game is a started.
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend

SUN

8

12am-4am

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

TCG

6

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

Everyone

DEMO - A Game of
Thrones LCG

Everyone

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

Event Reg
Desk
BG09
BG10
BG11
BG12

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

BG01

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free
This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!

By Skyhaven Games, Eric Mont
Time: 9:00AM and 2:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 4, multiple sessions available
A Game of Thrones, the Living Card Game, is based on the popular novel series written by George R. R. Martin. This multiplayer game can be
played with 2 to 4 people, and games last about an hour. This demonstration will take you through a game and show you how to play.
By Skyhaven Games, Max Coffey
Time: 9:00am
Number of Players: 1 to 7, multiple sessions available

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

BG03

DEMO - Arkham
Horror

Everyone

It is the roaring 20‘s, and while there’s electricity in the air, unnatural storms are brewing as well. Strange things are happening in the small
Massachusetts town of Arkham; people have gone missing, sightings of indescribable creatures grow more and more frequent. And the very air
thickens with a sense of foreboding that roils like an acrid mist through the streets.
Arkham Horror is a cooperative boardgame that pits players against a very difficult mythos. As time passes and games end, we will add additional
expansions onto the game.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

BG04

DEMO - Ascension

Everyone

By Skyhaven Games.
Time: 9:00AM and 2:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 4, multiple sessions available
Ascension is a deck building game produced by Gary Games - each game takes under 30 minutes, can be learned quickly, and has an endless
amount of options for replayability.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

BG02

DEMO - Le Cardo

Everyone

By Skyhaven Games
Time: 9am, 2pm Saturday and Sunday
Number of players: Unlimited
Le Cardo is a new word game. Compact and travel-sized, this game is easy to learn and fun to play! Length of demo 5 to 15 minutes.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

BG05
BG06
BG07
BG08

SUN

10

9am-1pm

BG

VCON1
VCON2

By GottaCon Conventions and Interactivity Games
Time: 9:00am
Cost: Free

Small World
Tournament

Everyone

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

GottaCon and Interactivity Games and Stuff will host a Small World tournament. The tournament format will be one game of Original Small World.
At the end of the game players will be ranked by score and the top 4 or 5 players (depends on # of entries) qualify for the finals. The Finals will play
one game of Small World with a yet to be determined expansion to determine a winner based on finishing rank. Winner and runner up will receive
prizes. Entry is free, minimum of 4 players.
By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

EG

12
14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

EG

12

PC - Team Fortress
2: 5 vs. 5 Tournament

Everyone

By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 11:00AM
Price: 4 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: Valve
TF2 is one of those games that will make friends out of bitter rivals and rivals of best of friends. Bring a team and join the fray, laugh hysterically as
you and the German doctor turn your opponent in to a pink mist, just watch out for the surprise the blue engineer left for you around the corner. The
format will be single elimination (cevo stopwatch, first to two). Round type is Push, class limit 1 demo-man and 2 doctors. Maximum number of
teams is 8.
By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Time: 10:00AM
Cost: 5 gamer tickets per team member (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)

SUN

10

9am-1pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Gears of
War 2: 2vs.2
Tournament

Everyone

Battle it out in futuristic style in Gears of War 2. This tournament will be a 2v2 format emphasizing a wingman style tactics game. This Tournament
is a double elimination format ensuring that if you lose a match you will have an opportunity to regain your footing and come back victorious. Prizes
for teams will include custom trophies, movie passes, video games and other great items. Prizes for second and third place teams based on
attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf
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Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Sponsored by Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Time: 1:00PM
Team Size: 4 Players
Price: 5 gamer tickets per team member (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)

SUN

10

9am-1pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Halo Reach
4 vs. 4 Tournament

Everyone

Find 3 friends and get ready to face off against fierce competition. This tournament will be 4 player teams facing off in a double elimination
tournament (teams will not be counted out until their second loss). If a player who wants to participate does not have a teammate they can partner
up with random gamers who also don’t have a teammate.
Prizes for the first place team will include custom trophies and $200 in Future Shop gift certificates. Prizes for second and third place teams as
well. Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SUN

SUN

SUN

10

10

10

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

Minis

Minis

Minis

M06
M07

M09

M01

DEMO - Battle of
Waterloo (15mm
figures)

DEMO - Warhammer
and Warhammer 40k
Demo Games

Warhammer 40K Two
Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 2

Everyone

By Malcolm McCallum
Time: 10:00am to 5:00pm
# of players: 1 to 5 (at a time)
Come exlore the world of historic miniatures in The Battle of Waterloo, fought using 15mm figures and Napoleon's Battles rules set.This is primarily
a demonstration game but people are welcome to help take on the role of divisions.

Beginner

By Andy Carlson (Games Workshop Victoria)
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm each day
# of Participants: Unlimited
Throughout the day attendees interested in Warhammer or Warhammer 40k are invited to stop by and try a Demo game. Miniatures are priovided
and no experience is required.

Everyone

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 50
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score, best painted army and best sportsmanship.
Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
1750pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer 40K tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and
two rounds will be played on Sunday. Armies will be limited to 1750 points (No Forge World models). Armies will be formed according to the
standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

Minis

M02

Warhammer Fantasy
Two Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 2

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 40
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score (ased on turnout), best painted army and best
sportsmanship. Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
Everyone

2500pt Armies No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer Fantasy tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday
and two rounds will be played on Sunday. Army point limit is 2500. Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and
rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

Minis

M03

Warmachine Two Day
Steamroller GottaCon
Championship
Tournament - Day 2

By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Everyone

50pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Starting Saturday morning at 10am our feature Steamroller Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Championship tournament begins. A two day
Warmachine/Hordes Steamroller tournament will run both Saturday and Sunday starting at 10am each day. Day one will see three rounds of play
and day two will see the final two rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format.
There is a seating limit of 32 players.

SUN

SUN

10

10

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

RPG

RPG

R01

R02

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: CORM2-1
For Crown and
Kingdom

Dark Heresy RPG Ice StationZabgurat

Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

For decades, knights-errant of Cormyr have sought glory in the untamed Stonelands. It is common for these knights to bring a retinue of
adventurers on such quests, and what better way to make a name for oneself? A Living Forgotten Realms adventure for characters levels 1-4.
Written by Matt Arnold.
By Steve Saunders.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 8 (Characters will be provided)

Everyone

The players are an intrepid, and sure to be victimized, Imperial Guard unit on loan to the Holy Inquisition.
It’s grimdark time, kids! Are you ready to serve The God Emperor and the Imperium of Mankind? Do you have what it takes to git ‘er done for The
Inquisition? Probably not… but you can have fun submitting to the fickle whims of the Warp. Set in the trademarked Dark Future where there is only
War!

SUN

10

9am-1pm

RPG

R03

DEMO - Axes of the
Heavens Playtest

Everyone

By Crosstime Games - Eric Seaton
Time: 9:00am
# of Participants: 1 - 6 (characters will be provided)
Axes of the Heavens is a new game setting created by Crosstime Games which is set in a futuristic version of the Elemental Axes world. Join Eric
Seaton, as he takes you and your fellow adventures through a series of nail biting escapades during the playtest of this new and exciting world.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

RPG

R07

DEMO - D&D 3rd
Edition - Intro to
Dungeons and
Dragons

Beginner

By Todd Glawson.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 1 - 6
An introduction to the very popular RPG Dungeons and Dragons, using 3rd edition DnD game system. Players will roll up a character and learn the
basics of DnD as they adventure through a fantasy kingdom. They will fight mythical beasts, uncover magical treasures, and rescue the princess.
Geared towards ages 10 to 12+.

Day Slot

SUN

10

TIME

9am-1pm

Type

RPG

Table/Area

R04

EVENT

(DEMO) Otherworlds:
The Ul-Zaorith RPG Airship Run

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By Astra Crompton.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 5 (characters provided)

Everyone

A home grown system created by Astra Crompton based on the original world of her novels. Ul-Zaorith is a fantasy setting with medieval and
steampunk elements, focusing on integrated magic, unique races, high adventure and cooperative play. This year's demo follows the airship of a
group making a smuggling run. Play one of five pre-made characters as part of the crew while you attempt to breach the Elemental Realm of Water
in order to locate, steal and smuggle back to the Earth Realm your prize - the elusive magical specialty of the Water Realm Denizens: Sea Craft.
Dice, character sheets, pencils and erasers provided! Spacing is limited to 5 people per session, so sign up early to get a slot. Respectful watchers
are welcome!
By Mike Gruber.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)

SUN

10

9am-1pm

RPG

R05

Labyrinth Lord - The
Isle of Dread

Everyone

Hundreds of miles from the mainland, surrounded by dangerous waters, lies anisland known only as the Isle of Dread. Dark jungles and
treacherous swamps await those who are brave enough to travel inland in search of the lost plateau, where the ruins of a once mighty civilization
hold many treasures - and many secrets!
Labyrinth Lord lets you relive or freshly discover your gaming roots. Whether you're tired of the new editions or just need a change of pace, the
Labyrinth Lord fantasy role-playing game can meet your retro-gaming desire. Labyrinth Lord gives you the play experience of the old editions of the
world's most popular fantasy role-playing game! The Labyrinth Lord rules emulate the play style of the Basic/Expert Dungeons & Dragons game
from 1981 and is great for all ages.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

RPG

R06

Pathfinder Society
#51: The City of
Strangers — Part I

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 3 - 6 (Please have a character ready to play)
Everyone

The Pathfinder Society sends you to Kaer Maga, the City of Strangers, where you are ordered to find a local Pathfinder associate who sent a
strange letter to Venture-Captain Drandle Dreng in Absalom. When the local associate turns up dead and you find evidence linking his death to a
mysterious organization called The Shadow Lodge, it's up to you to track them down and solve the man's murder.
The Shadow Gambit is the first scenario in the two-part The City of Strangers campaign arc. Pathfinder Society Scenario #52: The City of
Strangers—Part II: The Twofold Demise is the sequel. Written by Joshua J. Frost. This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to
7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).

SUN

10

9am-1pm

RPG

R09

Runic - Nest of the
Dracon

Everyone

By Palidor Productions.
Start Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 2 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
The humans distrust your kind and blame your people on the recent murders in the nearby city. Will you prove your innocence and clear your name,
or will you exact brutal revenge on the human accusers?

By VCON Staff.
Time: 9:00am
# of participants: 6 -14
SUN

10

9am-1pm

Special
Event

17

Human BattleShip by
Vcon

Everyone

Would like to whack someone over the head with a giant inflatable hammer? Stab someone with an inflatable sword? Throw a Styrofoam ball at
someone across the room? Of course you would! Who wouldn’t? But could you do it by someone else’s instructions? While blindfolded? Now that
changes things!
Human Battleship is a large-scale game where two teams battle it out to sink each other. Each participant is a warship with an inflatable weapon
and a blindfold. You’ll receive instructions from your Admiral who will hopefully guide you to victory. Hilarity abounds as blindfolded people flail
about in the desperate hope to hit someone. Come join the fun… be a part of the crowd or be a part of the game! Come join… Human Battleship!

SUN

10

9am-1pm

Special
Event

SUN

10

9am-1pm

Special
Event

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day

19

Lego - Blind Build
Contest

Everyone

19

Lego - Kids Building
Area

Everyone

VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else will!
The winner gets a prize!
By: VicLUG
Time: All weekend (while the VicLUG booth is open)
VicLUG will have an area where kids ( or anyone else! ) can build models using our public kid build lot.

SUN

SUN

10

10

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

Special
Event

TCG

19

Lego - VicWars

Everyone

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon! VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop miniature game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes
or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!

T23 to T26

Legend of the Five
Rings Sealed
Tournament

Everyone

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: Noon
Cost: $15 Number of Players: Minimum 4
Legend of the 5 Rings TCG - 30/30 Sealed Deck Tournament. Each player receives a clan starter and 3 booster packs of the most recent set.
Players Build a 30 card fate and 30 card dynasty deck from their cards and then play a tournament. Players keep what they open, and there will be
participation products and prizes (while supplies last).

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start Time: 10:00AM
Players: This is an Invite only event
Formats to be Played: Standard Constructed, Draft, Extended
Team Entry Fee: $200 per team
SUN

10

9am-1pm

TCG

T01 to T03

Magic: The Gathering
- GottaCon Victoria
vs. Vancouver
Grudge Match

Invite Only

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges. For complete details go here:
http://www.gottacon.com/?p=295
Team Composition:
Teams will be composed of nine players. One of the nine players will be considered the team captain and he will speak for the team. Each team
will break their nine players into three groupings or three players, which will be called a cluster. One cluster will represent Standard Constructed,
one cluster will represent Draft and one cluster will represent Extended.
Point System:
Each match victory within a cluster is worth one point. There will be a total of nine matches per cluster which means a total of 27 points up for
grabs. No ties allowed. The team with the most points at the end wins.

SUN

10

9am-1pm

TCG

T07 to T10

Magic: The Gathering
- Mirrodin Beseiged
Draft Tournament

Everyone

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start Time: 9:00am
Price: $15
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Take part in this sanctioned Mirrodin Beseiged draft tournament. Each participant will receive three boosters of Mirrodin Beseiged.
Post draft participants are given 30 minutes to construct their deck. Swiss style rounds will be run. REL competitive. Prizes: 2 boosters per entry, If
beseiged promos are left over these will be given out at this event while supplies last.

Day Slot

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend

SUN

SUN

10

10

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

TCG

TCG

6

T15 to T18

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Pokemon Unlimited
Constructed
Tournament

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
By The Connection Games - Mike Jones.
Time: 9:00AM
Cost: Free
Number of Players: Minimum 4

Everyone

Format: Unlimited Constructed - bring your 60 card deck with cards from any set ever printed (you can still only have 4 copies of any one card other
than basic energy in your deck).
Prizes: PoP packs, DS Skins, foil energy cards and other Pokemon goodies will be handed out as door prizes and to the top finishers in each age
bracket. Minimum 4 players - maximum 32.

SUN

SUN

10

10

9am-1pm

9am-1pm

TCG

TCG

T27 to T30

T19 to T22

By Geoff Conn
Vampire: The Eternal
Time: 9:30am to 6pm
Struggle CCG - Fee Intermediate
Stake
Vampire: The Eternal Struggle collectible card game standard constructed tournament, 3 rounds plus final. Promo cards will be given out.

Yu-Gi-Oh! Storm of
Ragnarok Sneak
Peek

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: 9:00am each day
Cost: See below
Everyone

Be among the first to check out the new monsters of the latest Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D’s TRADING CARD GAME booster set – Storm of Ragnarok! Every
Duelist will receive a limited edition Ultra Rare participation card - "Vortex the Whirlwind" and have the chance to win an exclusive Storm of
Ragnarok game mat. Unleash the wrath of the Nordic Gods, and sweep away your foes with The Six Samurai. Format: Open Dueling. Each player
receives 5 packs of Storm of Ragnarok from which to build a 20 card deck. Play five matches with your deck and return your completed form for a
chance to win a game mat. Draws for the mats will happen at approximately 6pm on Saturday, and 2pm on Sunday. Entry fee is $25 at the
connection games booth or get a one day pass and entry into this event on either Saturday or Sunday for $30 +HST
By GottaCon Conventions
Time: All weekend
Cost: Free

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

Event Reg
Desk

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to
Play)

Everyone

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

BG01

DEMO - A Game of
Thrones LCG

Everyone

This year GottaCon is please to present a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the Event
Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank Days of Wonder,
Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Steve Jackson Games, Zman Games and AEG for getting our board game library off to a
healthy start!

By Skyhaven Games.
Time: 9:00AM and 2:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 4, multiple sessions available
A Game of Thrones, the Living Card Game, is based on the popular novel series written by George R. R. Martin. This multiplayer game can be
played with 2 to 4 people, and games last about an hour. This demonstration will take you through a game and show you how to play.
By Skyhaven Games, Max Coffey
Time: 9:00am
Number of Players: 1 to 7, multiple sessions available

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

BG03

DEMO - Arkham
Horror

Everyone

It is the roaring 20‘s, and while there’s electricity in the air, unnatural storms are brewing as well. Strange things are happening in the small
Massachusetts town of Arkham; people have gone missing, sightings of indescribable creatures grow more and more frequent. And the very air
thickens with a sense of foreboding that roils like an acrid mist through the streets.
Arkham Horror is a cooperative boardgame that pits players against a very difficult mythos. As time passes and games end, we will add additional
expansions onto the game.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

BG04

DEMO - Ascension

Everyone

By Skyhaven Games.
Time: 9:00AM and 2:00PM
Number of Players: 2 to 4, multiple sessions available
Ascension is a deck building game produced by Gary Games - each game takes under 30 minutes, can be learned quickly, and has an endless
amount of options for replayability.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

BG02

DEMO - Le Cardo

Everyone

By Skyhaven Games
Time: 9am, 2pm Saturday and Sunday
Number of players: Unlimited
Le Cardo is a new word game. Compact and travel-sized, this game is easy to learn and fun to play! Length of demo 5 to 15 minutes.
By Michael Poplawski
Day: Friday slot 2, Saturday slot 5 and Sunday slot 11
Time: 7pm Friday, 9am Saturday and 2pm Sunday

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

BG

BG05

German Board
Games

Everyone

Willkommen! Welcome to the world of modern German board and card games! Your host, Michael Poplawski, invites you to play one of several
games available to play at German Games Night presented 2-3 times every month at the Edelweiss Club.German Games Night is about having
fun, challenging yourself and friends while interacting in the German language.
Games to be demonstrated during GottaCon include include Zug um Zug: Maerklin, Funkenschlag, Scrabble, Ausgerechnet Buxtehude, Anno
Domini, Bohnanza, Siedler von Catan Deutschland, Gambit 7, Auf Achse and Thurn and Taxis. Anglos most welcome!

SUN

SUN

11

11

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

BG

BG

BG06

BG07
BG08
BG09
BG10

Steve Jackson
Games Open Demo

By Men in Black (MIB) 5799 Jayson Stevens.
Time: 7:00PM Friday and 2:00PM Sunday
Everyone

Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you covered! Our highly trained Men In Black
will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and Revolution! Everyone welcome to drop in and
learn a new game.
By GottaCon and Interactivity Games
Time: 2:00pm
Cost: Free

Ticket to Ride
Tournament

Everyone

GottaCon and Interactivity Games and Stuff will host a Ticket to Ride tournament. The tournament format will be one game of Ticket to Ride USA
or Ticket to Ride Europe (players will be randomly assigned to a game. At the end of the game players will be ranked by score and the top 8 to 10
players (depends on # of entries) qualify for Semi-finals. Semi-finals will be one game of Ticket to Ride USA or Ticket to Ride Europe, which ever
the players have not played. Once again players will be ranked by score and the top 4 will make it to the finals. The Finals will play one game of
Ticket to Ride with 1910 variant to determine a winner based on finishing scores. Winner and runner up will receive prizes. Entry is free, minimum
of 4 players.

Day Slot

SUN

11

TIME

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

LEVEL

2pm-6pm

BG

VCON1
VCON2

VCON Gaming
Session

Everyone

Booklet Description
By VCon Staff
Time: All weekend (in posted slots)
Come join the emissaries of VCON as they put on a few board games to show off the kind of fun that can be had in the VCON Games Room.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

EG

12, 14

General Video Game
Play on LAN and
Consoles (Xbox, PS3)

By The GottaCon Team, Lower Mainlan and Evo Games.
Time: All Day (while booths are open)
Cost: Free (excluding tournaments)
Everyone

LAN computers available for play when computers are not in use and not needed for tournaments for free to attendees. Bring your own computer
and hook into the LAN for free (tournaments are not free).
Evo Games console gaming stations available for general game play for free all weekend. Station use may be limited during tournament times.
Users must move to another console after one hour if there are users waiting.
By GottaCon and Lower MainLAN.
Time: 2:00PM
Price: 5 gamer tickets per player (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)
Sponsored by: DTI Computers

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

EG

12

PC - Call of Duty:
Black Ops 4 vs. 4
Tournament

Everyone

Find 3 friends and gear up for the battlefield. This tournament will be 4 player teams facing off in a double elimination tournament (teams will not be
counted out until their second loss) and stress team tactics and skill. If a player who wants to participate does not have a teammate, they can
partner up with random gamers who also don’t have a teammate.
Rounds will be 10 minutes long or until the score limit is reached by a team on a single map and format. First round will be team deathmatch,
second round will be domination and the finals will be Headquarters. Prizes for the first place team will include custom trophies and Logitech G15
gamer keyboards for each team member. Prizes for additional places based on attendance. Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under
the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a parental consent form here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

EG

PlayNetOne

PlayNetOne Cyber
Cafe: Xbox 360
Kinect Demo

Everyone

By PlayNetOne Cyber Cafe - Roman Gombar
Time: All Day (while booth is open)
Come test out Kinect on a big screen and with plenty of room to move around at the PlayNetOne booth located in the electronic gaming area.

SUN

11

2pm – 6pm

EG

13
Island
Collateral
Booth

Wii - NBA Jam: Play a
Developer

Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 1 – 48
Cost: One Gamer Ticket
Everyone

Come and play Tony Humphrey a game play developer for the latest version of NBA Jam. Ask him some questions about the game development
process and what it was like working on this title. If you manage to beat Tony your name will be put into a hat for a prize draw. The prize draw will
be at 6pm.
Singles and pairs may challenge Tony. Time per quarter will be reduced slightly to allow more people a chance to play.
By GottaCon and Evo Games.
Sponsored by Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Time: 1:00PM
Team Size: 4 Players
Price: 5 gamer tickets per team member (gamer tickets cost $1 each and can be purchased in the electronic gaming area)

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

EG

14

Xbox 360 Halo Reach
4 vs. 4 Tournament

Everyone

Find 3 friends and get ready to face off against fierce competition. This tournament will be 4 player teams facing off in a double elimination
tournament (teams will not be counted out until their second loss). If a player who wants to participate does not have a teammate they can partner
up with random gamers who also don’t have a teammate.
Prizes for the first place team will include custom trophies and $200 in Future Shop gift certificates. Prizes for second and third place teams as
well. Prizes based on attendance.
Due to the game rating of "M" for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is recommended to get parental permission to compete. Please find a
parental consent form here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/egpermission2011.pdf

SUN

SUN

SUN

11

11

11

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

Minis

Minis

Minis

M06
M07

M09

M01

DEMO - Battle of
Waterloo (15mm
figures)

DEMO - Warhammer
and Warhammer 40k
Demo Games

Warhammer 40K Two
Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 2

Everyone

By Malcolm McCallum
Time: 10:00am to 5:00pm (continued from earlier slot)
# of players: 1 to 5 (at a time)
Come exlore the world of historic miniatures in The Battle of Waterloo, fought using 15mm figures and Napoleon's Battles rules set.This is primarily
a demonstration game but people are welcome to help take on the role of divisions.

Beginner

By Andy Carlson (Games Workshop Victoria)
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm each day
# of Participants: Unlimited
Throughout the day attendees interested in Warhammer or Warhammer 40k are invited to stop by and try a Demo game. Miniatures are priovided
and no experience is required.

Everyone

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 50
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score, best painted army and best sportsmanship.
Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
1750pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer 40K tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and
two rounds will be played on Sunday. Armies will be limited to 1750 points (No Forge World models). Armies will be formed according to the
standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

Minis

M02

Warhammer Fantasy
Two Day NA Champs
Qualifier Tournament Day 2

By GottaCon and Paul Puhallo.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry)
Max Number of Players: 40
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third and fourth overall score (ased on turnout), best painted army and best
sportsmanship. Also the top two players will receive invitations* to the NA Championships held in Las Vegas.
Everyone

2500pt Armies, No paint restrictions, rules can be found here:
http://www.gottacon.com/components/2011warhammerrules.pdf
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer Fantasy tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday
and two rounds will be played on Sunday. Army point limit is 2500. Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and
rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes. Seating limit of 50 players.
*Top two overall scores in each event will receive invitations to the North American Championships.

Day Slot

SUN

11

TIME

2pm-6pm

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M03

EVENT

Warmachine Two Day
Steamroller GottaCon
Championship
Tournament - Day 2

LEVEL

Booklet Description
By GottaCon and Rida Vanderkam.
Time: 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Price: $40 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Max Number of Players: 30
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.

Everyone

50pt Armies
No paint restrictions
Starting Saturday morning at 10am our feature Steamroller Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Championship tournament begins. A two day
Warmachine/Hordes Steamroller tournament will run both Saturday and Sunday starting at 10am each day. Day one will see three rounds of play
and day two will see the final two rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format.
There is a seating limit of 32 players.

SUN

11

2pm – 6pm

RPG

R09

??? - I’m Not Telling
You What You’re
Playing

Everyone

By Steve Saunders.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 2 - 8
Seriously, I’m not telling you. You’ll get loose descriptions of what your characters are like and jump into it. All I will tell you is that expect a fantasy
setting. Kind of. Maybe. Uses the… well, I’m not telling you what system we’re using. But I’m sure you get that by now. Characters are not provided
and you cannot bring your own.
By Scott Hamerton.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6

SUN

11

2pm – 6pm

RPG

R01

Custom System- To
Jupiter and Beyond!

Everyone

To Jupiter and Beyond! - When a top secret organization that clearly doesn't exist approaches you and says you're a prime candidate for taking a
downed alien spacecraft for a test flight around Jupiter, who are you to say no? Of course, they also said you would be back for dinner. Will you be
the brilliant doctor who wields a scalpel like a paint brush, the computer hacker banned from every casino in Vegas, or the military golden boy and
army of one with the combat skills of a super soldier?
This game is based around a system of mini-games utilizing various props to adjudicate character abilities. Players should be interested in childish
fun and role playing. Pregen characters will be provided.

SUN

SUN

11

11

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

RPG

RPG

R07

R02

DEMO - D&D 3rd
Edition - Intro to
Dungeons and
Dragons

D&D 4th Edition Living Forgotten
Realms: LURU 1-1 Slivers of Eaerlann

Beginner

By Todd Glawson.
Start Time: 2pm
# of participants: 1 - 6
An introduction to the very popular RPG Dungeons and Dragons, using 3rd edition DnD game system. Players will roll up a character and learn the
basics of DnD as they adventure through a fantasy kingdom. They will fight mythical beasts, uncover magical treasures, and rescue the princess.
Geared towards ages 10 to 12+.

Everyone

By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 - 6
Luruar is a haven of peace and culture surrounded by howling wilderness studded with lost ruins, hidden temples, and the lairs of foul, vicious
creatures. Things that are lost, however, do not always stay so and some things hidden refuse to remain in darkness. A Living Forgotten Realms
adventure set in Luruar for characters levels 1-4. Please have a character ready to play.
By Path of the Nomad.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Pregen characters can be provided)

SUN

11

2pm – 6pm

RPG

R03

D&D 4th Edition Path of the Nomad:
Under the Big Top

Everyone

It's the big finale at Crinklepuff's Carnival Extravaganza, and everything is set for record breaking attendance. Unfortunately for the crowd, it's a real
show stopper, and that dragon seems more interested in halfling snacks than popcorn.
This adventure is about RP,Combat, and Exploration.
This game is part of a local shared setting called Path of the Nomad, and is for lower heroic level characters. If you're interested in learning more
about the setting, please visit our website. Pregen characters can be provided.

SUN

11

2pm – 6pm

RPG

R04

FantasyCraft - The
Vault

Everyone

By Crafty Games.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6 (Characters will be provided)
*Said to have bested every adventurer foolish to challenge its depths, you party is the latest to enter The Vault.*
A wizard's sanctuary is the latest destination for your group of skilled adventurers. This may be one dungeon delve you will not return from.
By Mike Gruber.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 4 - 6

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

RPG

R05

Hollow Earth
Expedition Kidnapped in the
Hollow Earth

Everyone

Several months ago, your scientist received a faint distress signal from a group that identified itself as "Expedition 3." -They were unable to receive
his return transmissions, but the cryptic messages from Expedition 3 stated that they were a scientific crew who had become stranded deep within
the Earth's crust. Your scientist immediately began work on the Maneuverable Oxygenated Linear Excavator, or MOLE, a drilling machine capable
of traversing through the Earth at remarkable speeds. Most of the world thinks this is either an insane endeavor or a scam, but the scientist pulled
together a group of distinguished explorers to join him on this expedition. Together, you will travel in the MOLE on a rescue mission to the heart of
the planet.
Set in the tense and tumultuous 1930s, the action-filled Hollow Earth Expedition is inspired by the literary works of genre giants Edgar Rice
Burroughs, Jules Verne, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The subterranean action is powered by Ubiquity.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: 3 – 6 (Please have a character ready to play)

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

RPG

R06

Pathfinder Society
#52: The City of
Strangers — Part II

Everyone

A powerful local gang in Kaer Maga demands that you end the threat of the Shadow Lodge at once as the Lodge's very existence upsets the
delicate local balance of power. Refusal means both the expulsion of the Pathfinder Society from Kaer Maga forever and your untimely deaths. The
choice is yours.
The Twofold Demise is the second and final scenario in the The City of Strangers campaign arc and is the sequel to Pathfinder Society Scenario
#51: The City of Strangers—Part I: The Shadow Gambit. Written by Joshua J. Frost
This product is a Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–7).

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

Special
Event

By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day

19

Lego - Blind Build
Contest

Everyone

19

Lego - Kids Building
Area

Everyone

VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else will!
The winner gets a prize!
By: VicLUG
Time: All weekend (while the VicLUG booth is open)
VicLUG will have an area where kids ( or anyone else! ) can build models using our public kid build lot.

Day Slot

SUN

SUN

11

11

TIME

2pm-6pm

2pm – 6pm

Type
Special
Event

Special
Event

Table/Area

19

EVENT

Lego - VicWars

LEVEL

Everyone

Booklet Description
By: VicLUG
Time: 9am to 6pm each day
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon! VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop miniature game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes
or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!

16

Video Game Music
Trivia Contest

Everyone

By Tim Lin.
Start Time: 2:00pm
# of participants: lots
Cost 1 gamer ticket - one entry per badge per day. Badges will be marked.
Each participant will listen to 10 30 second music clips from 10 different games. Each clip must be identified correctly with the correctly spelled full
name of the game. The full recording may be listened to twice. At 6pm there will be a draw of everyone who got the most songs right, minimum of
8 correct answers, for a small prize. Each day will have a collection of different songs.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

TCG

T23 to T26

Legend of the Five
Rings Sealed
Tournament

Everyone

By The Connection Games - Anthony Ngo.
Time: Noon
Cost: $15 Number of Players: Minimum 4
Legend of the 5 Rings TCG - 30/30 Sealed Deck Tournament. Each player receives a clan starter and 3 booster packs of the most recent set.
Players Build a 30 card fate and 30 card dynasty deck from their cards and then play a tournament. Players keep what they open, and there will be
participation products and prizes (while supplies last).

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start Time: 2:00pm
Price: $10 (HST included)
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.

SUN

11

2pm-6pm

TCG

T07 to T10

Magic: The Gathering
- GottaCon
Highlander
Tournament

Everyone

Each participant must bring their own minimum 100 card constructed deck built using the following Highlander rules and restrictions.
- The cards banned are:
• chaos orb
• falling star
• sheherezad
• silver bordered cards
- Any card from Alpha up through the latest Magic set can be used. Cards from the Portal sets, International Collector Editions, and Championship
decks can be used provided you put all your cards in opaque sleeves and the International Collector Edition card edges are rounded.
- Only one copy of any card other then basic lands and basic snow lands
- All decks should be sleeved
- No sideboards are used
This event is not sanctioned
Prizes: Revised or better dual lands for 2nd to 4th place and From the Vault: Relics for 1st place.
By YellowJacket.
Start time: All weekend

SUN

SUN

11

11

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

TCG

TCG

6

T01 to T03

Magic: The Gathering
- Pickup Draft

Magic: The Gathering
- VIMC M:TG Open
Part 3 Top 8 Finals
Draft

Everyone

This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Start time: 2:00PM
This event will be run by Nelson Salahub and his team of certified DCI judges.
Invite Only

Welcome to the Vancouver Island Magic Community (VIMC) M:TG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers
and one final) in which participants face off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. The top four of each qualifier will advance to the finals. If someone
finishes top four in both qualifiers the 5th place player in the sealed qualifier will advance to the final (and so on). Qualifier finish order will be
determined by the swiss style tournament format. In each format there is a prize pool to be won.
In Part three (the finals), the top four from each of the previous two qualifiers duke it out in a single elimination Draft. Each finalist will be provided
with two boosters of Scars of Mirrodin and one booster of Mirrodin Beseiged to draft a deck consisting of no less then 40 cards. The tournament
will be single elimination best of 3 games with no time limits. You must qualify to play in this non-sanctioned tournament.

SUN

SUN

11

11

2pm-6pm

2pm-6pm

TCG

TCG

T27 to T30

T19 to T22

By Geoff Conn
Time: 9:30am to 6pm
Vampire: The Eternal
Struggle CCG - Fee Intermediate
Stake
This event is continued from slot 10. Vampire: The Eternal Struggle collectible card game standard constructed tournament, 3 rounds plus final.
Promo cards will be given out.

World of Warcraft
TCG - Beginner’s
Sealed Tournament

Everyone

By The Connection Games - Jamie Lefeaux.
Time: 2:00PM
Cost: $15 Number of Players: Minimum 4
World of Warcraft TCG - Beginner Sealed. Each player will be given a sealed class starter deck and will use it to compete in a swiss style
tournament. Starter decks will be given out randomly. Minimum 4 players.

Thank you and please
join us next year on
February 3th to 5th
2012 for....
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Mirrodin or Phyrexia?
Pick a Side, We’re at War
by Zaryn Castillo
with others. An infect deck is best when it is singularly focuses on
getting as many poison counters on an opponent as possible. Any
damage done with non-infect creatures is useless. The Phyrexians
also give us proliferate, one of my favourite abilities, especially in
constructed when there are all sorts of interesting counters, like
poison, +1/+1 or loyalty counters, that you could conceivably
build your proliferate deck around.
On the other side we have Metalcraft, an ability quite similar
to and at the same time completely incompatible with infect.
Metalcraft creatures and spells are at their best in a deck that
features a large number of, preferably cheap, artifacts. This creates
interesting decisions in deck building where an ostensibly weaker
artifact is superior to a non-artifact card. It creates opportunities
for huge swings in games, where a key removal spell knocks off
three artifacts, suddenly making your team of Chrome Steeds and
Carapace Forgers far less imposing, or a topdecked spellbomb
turns a seemingly dire situation into a winning one simply by
sitting in play enabling your Ezuri’s Brigade to trample over for
lethal damage. Both sides produce compelling game play and deck
building decisions, which the good people at Wizards will no doubt
expand and explore depending on your choice.
Whatever side you are on, I hope to see you all at the GottaCon
Release events, playing your own small part in one of the most
exciting and climactic events in Magic’s long history. Good luck
and have fun.
P.S. Go Mirrans! :P

Hello Magic players, another year, another GottaCon preview
article. While my advice from last year remains the same (for those
who don’t remember, don’t be afraid to play in tournaments! It’s
the best way to learn more about the game, play good matches, and
meet new people) I decided this time to focus on the unique nature
of the Scars of Mirrodin block.
Scars’ central theme is the conflict between the Mirrans, the
natural inhabitants of Mirrodin, brought together by the invasion
of the evil Phyrexians, Magic’s oldest and most storied villains.
While this idea is not unique (see for example, the Invasion block,
often considered one of the best in Magic’s history) what’s new is
the way Wizards of the Coast is allowing players an opportunity to
influence the outcome of this struggle. Through choosing a side
at events like Magic Game Days, prereleases, or even the release
events going on this very weekend at GottaCon, we get to decide if
the Scars of Mirrodin block’s second act will be the Mirran’s Helms
Deep, or their Hoth. The question then becomes, which side are
you?
There are several ways one can come to this decision; perhaps
the simplest is just to decide which side you’d prefer to be victorious.
I must confess, I’ve never been a player who paid attention to the
storyline, (besides the books I have picked up incidentally while
purchasing old fat packs)—I play Magic mostly for the strategic
interactions, the thrill of opening booster packs and competing in
tournaments, and of course making many great friends over my
many years of playing.
In this case, however, I’m intrigued. Our choice will decide
whether Mirrodin will remain pure or become a new Phyrexia.
While it hasn’t been announced how exactly this outcome will
affect the third set, I’m of the opinion that it’ll have a more than
superficial effect on its contents. The way Wizards seems to be
emphasizing this conflict makes me believe that it’ll have a decisive
effect on not only the underlying flavour of the third set, but also
its game play and mechanics.
While we do not know anything about the third set yet (as
of early this year, we barely know anything about Mirrodin
Besieged)—by examining the cards in Scars, we can see what kind
of mechanics and effects may become more prevalent in set three.
The most obvious example is infect; many of the cards associated
with the Phyrexians carry this unique ability. Infect has a lot of
interesting ramifications, especially in limited, where a player has to
decide early on if they will be able to get a critical mass of infect
cards and enablers. The Phyrexians, unsurprisingly, don’t play well
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My Events Calendar
Plan out your weekend here!
Slot 2

Slot 3
Slot 4
Slot 5
Slot 6

Slot 7

Slot 8

Slot 9

Slot 10

Slot 11

Stop by Montana’s during
GottaCon 2011 and present
your 2011 program booklet
for 15% off your meal!!!
45

46

47

48

49

In the cover designed by Ted Christensen are ten items that most
gamers will recognize. Can you find them? Identify where they
are in the picture below by circling the area that they are located
(or drawig a line to where they may lie) and bring it to the event
registration desk.
If you’ve guessed right, your name will be entered into a special
prize draw. The winner will be randomly selected and announced
Saturday evening, Feb 5th. The items to lookout for are as follows:
• GottaCon Logo
• GottaCon 2011 Die
• Villages pizza box
• The One Ring
• A Black Lotus
• Fantasy Craft Book
• A Space Marine
• LEGO Block
• Atari Controller
• Smartphone

Spot the
Hidden Items
Contest
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Look at How Far We’ve Come
by Jules Sherred
When I was a child, my choices for electronic gaming were limited.
The idea of computers being in every household was laughable. I
only knew one family who had a desktop computer. Visits to that
home held a lot of anticipation, waiting for the opportunity to head
down into the family room and bargaining over who got to play
what first.
Move over to present day and in my house are two desktop
computers, one laptop, four console gaming systems and two
handheld gaming systems. That’s if you count the iPod Touch. I’m
well aware of homes that have way more, but if someone were to
go back in time and tell the younger me that the older me would be
living in such a digital age, I would’ve told older me that I was daft.
As I think about the evolution of electronic games from the
past decade, I’m in awe. Do you remember when games were
actually difficult to play? When you died, you were dead. Do you
remember when you had to enter every single line of code to play a
game and—heaven forbid—you entered just one thing incorrectly,
causing you to restart from the beginning? Or howabout leaving
that game running overnight because there wasn’t an ability to
save? If you don’t, you’re very lucky. I do.
However, I feel a little sad for those who missed out on that
magical time. Nothing got the blood flowing quicker than knowing
that you had to get it right the first time. There’s no restarting a
game if you made an error. You have to begin again from your last
checkpoint. You played as if your life depended on it, because …
well, it did. Those were the days.
These days, I look at my two children who are 15 and 12 years
old. They’re both gamers. I think it’s only natural since I grew up
in a family of gamers. My grandparents and parents played games

with my sister and I. All three generations got together at family
gatherings but these sessions were always limited to board or card
games. There was no way my grandparents could grasp electronic
gaming. I remember my grandmother making remarks about how
she didn’t understand how we could play them.
But now, my children are growing up in an age where their
grandparents play electronic games. Whether it’s a game on
Facebook, any number of portable electronic devices, desktop or
laptop computer, or console system, there’s sure to be some form
of game to interest anybody. Electronic gaming has now become
part of our social collective. Many people in our society don’t leave
home without them.
I could talk about all of the other advances made in this area
over a relatively short period of time (motion control gaming as
one example) but I think the most important advancement in
electronic gaming is how acceptable it now is.
The demographics of who plays games has changed. Marketing,
regardless of platform, is geared towards all generations and social
groups. Yes, there’s still some horrible stereotypes around hardcore
gamers, however being a gamer isn’t something one really has to
explain anymore.
You may still have to explain why some games are appealing.
There’ll always be some people who don’t understand how we,
as gamers, can “waste” so many hours in some MMORPG but
then, can we understand why so many hours are “wasted” playing
It Girls or Farmville on Facebook? And even amongst us gamers, we
have many debates over our choices and the things we grok. But
I think it’s beyond nifty that now, almost every one participates in
electronic gaming in some form.
If you’re part of the Generation X crowd as I am, look back to
20 years ago and breathe, knowing that what we love to do is part
of the mainstream. That’s regardless if we take it to different levels
of compulsive behaviour. To those of you who’ve never had easy
access to electronic games, just realize what a marvelous age you’re
now living in. I may not think
it has the same magic as the
age I grew up in, but it does
hold its own magic. The magic
of acceptance.
We’ve come a very long
way in a very short period of
time. And I can’t even imagine
where the gaming industry
will head in another 20 years.
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Duke Nukem Forever
By Gareth von Kallenbach
Long the punchline to many jokes in the gaming industry, Duke
Nukem Forever has, for all intents and purposes, been assumed
to be anything from vaporware to dead in the water. With the
development cycle pushing 13 years, and countless reports of
delays caused by numerous changes to the gaming engine as well
as several departures from the design team, many of the gaming
industry thought they would never see the game come to light.
When gaming developer 3-D Realms closed its doors last year
after reportedly being denied further funds by the games publisher
2K Games, this appeared to be the final nail in the coffin of Duke
Nukem Forever. Pending legal disputes that followed certainly
didn’t bode well for the imminent release of a game that was
reported to be 85% completed at the time the studio shut down.
Then, out of the blue, at the Penny Arcade Expo in Seattle,
a black-enclosed booth adorned with photos of Duke Nukem
appeared. The very long line around the cube made it very clear
that fan interest was definitely piqued, and those who were able to
get inside definitely found the long wait to be well worth it.
During our press appointment we were treated to an enthusiastic
presentation by Gearbox Software CEO Randy Pitchford who
shared how he got his start in the industry working on Duke Nukem
3-D. When he heard of the trouble the project was undergoing,
thanks to his relationship with both 2K games and 3-D Realms, he
was able to step in and arrange for his company to complete the
project.
Pitchford stated that thanks to the trust that he had from
members of both companies, he was able to make sure this project
was finally completed and set the stage for future chapters in the

series. We were then treated to a series of scenes from the game
that included footage of Duke shooting his way through countless
alien enemies while spouting very colorful and hardly politically
correct one-liners every chance he had. When Duke, tongue-incheek, commented that after 13 years, “This better be good.”
the clip received a loud ovation and plenty of cheers from the
assembled audience.
As impressive as the footage was, the best was yet to come
when we were shepherded into an adjoining room where we were
given 15 min. of hands-on time with the game. The game opened
in the locker room that quickly came under siege.
Duke soon found himself fighting a gigantic alien on a football
field and an epic battle ensued which, I am proud to say, concluded
with me kicking the aliens head through the goalpost for a 50 yard
field goal.
After a very funny and suggestive cut scene, I was able to take
control of one of Duke Nukem’s vehicles, in this case, an off-road
truck, and crunched through an army of aliens in the desert before
slugging it out on foot with all manner of weaponry.
While the gameplay was very short I was able to get a very good
impression of the game and what I saw I can honestly say has
been well worth the wait. Perhaps the greatest endorsement for the
game came from my wife who had not played the series before and
only heard me mention the name a couple of times. She seemed
to enjoy the video segment and laughed at the jokes that came fast
and furious.
Once the gameplay session started for her, which ironically
enough, opens at urinal where the trigger button was employed
(for aiming purposes, of course), she wandered around the locker
room obviously looking for something. When I took a break
from my action to look over, I asked her what she was looking
for. She replied, very matter-of-factly, that she was looking for a
sink to wash Duke’s hands. After all, he had just used the urinal.
Chuckling, I informed her that Duke isn’t the wash your hands
kind of a guy. With a horrified look she reluctantly moved on and
soon found herself out on the field in a pitched battle against the
alien. While playing Duke was quite the eye-opening experience for
her, she admitted to finding the game interesting and definitely had
fun playing it and looks forward to seeing more.
Although there will be a lot of pressure on the parties to deliver
after such a long wait and so much anticipation, I think the game
is in good hands and from what I’ve seen, gamers are in for a very
big treat when it finally reaches them in 2011.
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Gamer’s Silent Auction
It’s Back!
On Saturday February 5th, between 9:00am and 6:30pm, you
should come out and take part in GottaCon Gamer’s Silent Auction.
Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions, attenndees are invited
to bring their old items to sell and find items to bid on. There will
be a wide variety of items that will be available and on display to
look at. We stress patience with the convention staff as it takes time
to enter all the information of the items submitted for auction, and
items and, when the auction is complete, to record all the results.

small non-refundable charge of $1.00 (HST included) for each
item submitted for sale. Items for sale may be submitted at the
GottaCon auction Booth between 9:00am and 5:30pm Saturday
February 5th.
Please check in with the GottaCon auction booth between
7:30pm and 9:00pm Saturday evening to find out if your item(s)
sold or not. If your item sold you will be reimbursed the amount it
sold for once payment is received. If you’re not able to be present
during the time indicated above please make arrangements with
the GottaCon staff. Please be patient with our staff at the end of
the auction as they have to collect the items, cash and record the
winning bids before they can pay the owners for their items that
sold.
If your item does not sell, your item will be returned. Please
check in with the GottaCon auction booth between 7:30pm and
9:00pm to inquire to its status. Any items that do not sell and are not
collected by 7:00pm Sunday February 6th will become the property
of GottaCon Conventions. If you are not able to collect your items
during the time indicated above please make arrangements with the
GottaCon staff.

What is a silent auction?

In this type of auction, items are put on display. To place a bid,
bidders write on a piece of paper located near the item. The bidder
will be able to see the bids already made and the person must bid
at least the minimum amount specified higher than the current bid.
The minimum increase over the current bid will be $1.00 unless
otherwise indicated. Bidding closes after a pre-set period of time.
The highest bidder at the end of the auction wins the item and pays
the price submitted.
The GottaCon silent auction will run from 9:00am until 6:30pm.
At 6:30pm all bidding will stop. Winners may pay for the items they
won starting at 7:30pm. If you cannot be present at 7:30pm winners
may purchase their item any time between 8:00pm and 9:00pm. If
you cannot pick up your items by 9:00pm Saturday night and you
have not made arrangements with the GottaCon Conventions staff
for an alternate time the item in question will then go to the next
highest bidder. Please be patient with our staff at the end of the
auction as they have to collect the items and record the winning
bids before they can be released to the winners.
Cash is the only form of payment accepted. During the
auction all items will be monitored. GottaCon Conventions is not
responsible for lost, stolen or damaged items.

Some items that will be up for bid are:
• Board games new and used
• Tradable card games, singles and boosters
• Previously owned video games
• Video game systems
• Collectible/non-collectible miniatures and accessories
• Role-playing games old and new
• Books, comic books, DVD movies and animé
• Many other gaming and hobby related items
The GottaCon auction provides a great opportunity to buy and
sell all of your gaming and hobby related items at great prices. The
previous two years have been hugely successful so make sure you
check out the auction on Saturday!
Please note that GottaCon Conventions reserves the right
to refuse any items submitted for the auction. All items must be
registered with GottaCon staff at the special events area and a fee
of $1.00 per item must be paid.

Submitting an item for sale

Please bring your item to the GottaCon auction booth in area
16 on the map and be prepared to fill out a quick info sheet on
your item. This info sheet will help others identify and understand
your sale items, and allow us to keep track of whose item is whose.
All items will be put on display with a bid sheet. We recommend
assigning a minimum bid to each item you submit. There is a
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